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The new C-E Single-Seam Box-Header 

Boiler is a distinct advance in construc- 
tion and design over ordinary box 

header practice. 

D ES } (= N In the new design — 

BOX HEADER BOILER The wrapper or butt strap joining the tube and 

hand hole sheets is —ELIMINATED. | 

ONE ROW OF RIVETS JOINS THE TUBE SHEET | 

DIRECTLY TO THE HAND HOLE SHEET. | 

The row of rivets on the tube side of the wrap- 

per strap is—ELIMINATED. 

THERE IS ONLY ONE CAULKING EDGE and 

this faces the outside —making inspection easy 

and removing all rivets out of the hot gas and 

fire zones. 

Three thicknesses of metal at the caulking joint at 

the ears are— REDUCED TO TWO THICKNESSES. 

This new design provides an unusual factor of 

safety. For instance, in the standard unit sold for 

a. ~ > 160 lb. to 250 Ib. working pressure, the header 

Ss fa joint is adequate for aworking pressure of 450 Ib. 

 &) f oa i Acareful inspection of this new boiler will 

wr ae a! ; convince you that the C-E Box-Header 

Cray | ger: a Boiler is a better Box-Header Boiler. 

eons agi ©COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 
ee) CORPORATION 

\ einai - ae _, International Combustion Building 
Teme eo 200 Madison Avenue, New York 

— | ? A Subsidiary of 
SS | . International Combustion Engineering Corporation
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WHAT YOUNGER COLLEGE MEN / 

ARE DOING WITH WESTINGHOUSE 
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ol oe peg TS aed s H.R, HILLMAN 
i Contract Administration 

Carnegie Institute of 
Technology, '22 
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This 5000 h.p motor in the Columbia Steel Company’s Plant, with its frame ley 
of arc-welded steel, is physically the largest synchronous motor ever built. cc 

ee 

° yy 

Ninety days to go— Jerre 
Production Supervisor 

i kb e Oklahoma A & M College, '23 

While you Seniors were shuffling worries about ble, test and ship any large unit, let alone a 
machine stresses and saturation curves with new achievement in size and type of construc- 

those of football last fall, a group of your pred- tion, affords no time for idle speculation. 
ecessors, not so many years ahead of you, Westinghouse men went at the job as only an 

were playing the game with grim realities. experienced and thoroughly equipped organi- 
The Columbia Steel Company of Pittsburg, zation could do. And on the scheduled date, 

California, completed plans on September 12th four flat cars and a box car rolled out of 
to build a new tinplate plant. On the 13th the Westinghouse plant, carrying the completed 
they gave an order to Westinghouse for two and tested motor. 
5,000 horsepower synchronous motors to It was an industrial victory, as satisfying as 
drive the rolls, to be physically the any athletic gain. Teamwork and indi- 
largest synchronous motors ever built. W vidual skill had won. Westinghouse had 
Delivery of the first was wanted in once more made good and upheld the 
ninety days. e reputation that earns the big 

Ninety days in which to Westinghouse electrical jobs for Westing- 
design, manufacture, assem- house men. 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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e Wi Aye DE yd THE ROYAL YORK HOTEL, TORONTO, CANADA 
: eo ad aK ie : LS : oS Ross & MacDonald, Architects Sproat 3 Rolph Associate Architects 

js ee The Tallest Building in the 
Ce meme e,e . 
eg British Empire BONS Se Re 

: as as TX new Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Canada, is the British 

. 4 Empire’s tallest building and its largest hotel. This im- 
Reproduction of ae mense structure embodies modern improvements throughout 
showing one of ce and particularly in regard to Vertical Transportation, which is 
a ear Vases a provided by seventeen elevators of Otis-Fensom manufacture. 
Transportation CS Ten of these are Otis Signal Control elevators, and the re- 

co mainder are equipped with Otis “Flying Stop” control. 

> Here again is found proof of the saying that “most of the 
world’s famous buildings are Otis-equipped.” 

yw OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD 

a
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The Therapeutics of Railway Equipment 
By Frep S. DEan, m’03, ME’09 

Introductory Medical Examinations — Inspections 

Raw, equipment is subject to many chronic ills Medical examinations are of the utmost importance and 

and painful disorders which must be properly diag- should be made systematically and at regular intervals either 

nosed and scientifically treated by the Maintenance Doctor on a time, mileage, or kilowatt consumption basis. These 

(M. D.), who is commonly known as the Master Mechanic. should include a light and heavy inspection and must be 
The travelling public appreciate this con- done by trained and experienced workmen. 

dition, as it is apparent in many cities, that rs Dispensary — Storeroom 

some cars as they come rambling down the a’ be f° : 5 . , 
streets seem to be afflicted with rickets or So PPL A very important factor is the dispensary 

: . sy PN. or storeroom. It should be centrally located, 
locomotor ataxia and in the advanced stages /y | Wa } 

P : ; | if } well stocked, conveniently equipped, thor- 
of the yellow jaundice, scrofula or eczema. es i ihe l bi ised and efeienth d 

Some of these cases appear to be on the Vp: “9 “ CHEDN) OTEAnIZSS! (ans. eMcent yy managed: 

verge of a nervous breakdown and fit subjects Ge A \ \ Diseases and Remedies — 

to be sent to a sanitarium for treatment at €-@ve es Lib ie Maintenance of Equipment 
the hands of trained specialists. (A, a oe With a competent medical staff, accurate 

The various affecting railway equip- tee = patient’s data cards, and a well stocked dis- 

equipment will be discussed from a medico- ST — === pensary, you should be able to diagnose your 

mechanical viewpoint to help properly diag- Perfect Control. equipment trouble and apply the proper 

nose and remedy these disorders. This in- remedies. 

formation should help the Master Mechanic to apply the 1, Papatysis —- Armature Windings 

proper counter-irritants, innoculate the patient with the This disease attacks armatures in service and in a short 
correct anti-toxins or vaccines to give immediate relief and time makes them inoperative. This trouble may be minim- 

insure a speedy convalescence. ized as follows: 

Medical Staff — Organization (a) By the use of correctly shaped coils that have been 

To succeed with this work, it is essential to have a well thoroughly treated in varnish. a 

organized medical staff with the Master Mechanic in charge. (b) They apust be properly laid off and connected in line 

The duties of the various departmental heads should be with information as furnished by the motor manu- 
definitely outlined and all responsibility for satisfactory facturers. . . , . : 

results placed in their hands. The Master Mechanic should (c) While winding, place reinforcing insulating pieces 

keep in close personal touch with all lines of work through ae GTOSSrOVETS and where there is danger of the 

the directing heads of the various departments of the windings short circuting. 
organization. (d) Test newly wound armatures at 2000 volts to ground 

Patient’s Data Card — Records and those repaired for 1200 volts. 

Some simple scheme of keeping accurate records of the 2: HERNIA orn Rupture — Bands 

various patients must be systematically worked out. These To prevent armature bands from rupturing and breaking 

should include accurate data on armature and other troubles, in service, they should be applied as follows: 

repairs, costs, pull-ins, etc., to help you make an intelligent (a) Coils should extend about 1/32” above the band 

analysis of your maintenance and operating problems. grooves.
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(b) Use a high grade steel band wire about #14 B&S (e) When assembling, heat commutator between 125 to 

gauge. 150° C and press while hot at about 20 to 30 tons. 
(c) Under the core bands place a strip of .012” sheet 6, BrokEN BoNES AND SPRAINS — Armature Shafts 

tinned plate. Broken bones and sprains are characteristic of shaft 

(d) Solder all bands with pure tin solder. troubles, which may be relieved by the following: 
3. ArrHritis — Soldering (a) Use heat treated axle or alloy steel. 

This ailment is characterized by hot or swollen joints (1) Heat treated axle steel is 44% stronger than the 

which often is the result of poor soldering. This may be untreated axle steel. 

prevented by: (2) Heat treated alloy steel is 77% stronger than 

(a) Thoroughly cleaning parts to be soldered. the untreated axle steel. 
(b) Use a non-acid flux such as alcohol and rosin. (b) All bearing seats should be ground and polished to 
(c) Soldering iron should be well tinned and kept hot. get a smooth slick finish. 

4. CouGHs AND Co_ps — Diping and Baking Armatures (c) Pinion seats must be smooth and given the proper 
To prevent armatures from catching cold, they must be taper. 

protected against moisture as folows: Shaft Troubles ha 

(a) Heat in an oven at a temperature of 105 to 115°C 397, Gout— Field Coils and ® a a 

from 8 to 12 hours, depending upon the size of the Windings S a 

armature. This disease resulting from bb) 1s Re 5 
(b) Dip Pinion end down in a good grade of black in high living and overeating Al) OpshP fj 

sulating varnish. attacks such motors in ser- Sree & 
(c) After draining, bake at a temperature of 115 to vice that tend to “hog the Qa ; Hi Ny 

125° C for 16 to 22 hours. load” due to field coil at 7 +S ng 

(d) Ovens should be fitted with automatic temperature troubles. This disorder is ald ~ 

control. helped by the following: Emergency Treawnent for 
, (a) Use coils properly 

4 Ye shaped that are made from the right size conductors 
b “7 ty ‘) a and the correct number of tunrs. 

he Gy. yw pn! to i (b) They should be provided with added insulation at 

4s (M/E VU: CE. ' i sharp corners, crossovers and at the pole tip seats. 

Wee ¢' “ Ws Lie MS A HHS, (c) Treated in an insulating compound using a vacuum 
bu Uy Dl = Ly high pressure impregnating process. 

Ss Gy ay (d) Given 3 to 4 overlapping layers of insulating tape. 
> Yi U3 i IS . . . . . . ees POs Gi ‘ \ (e) Dipped in a high grade insulating varnish and baked. 

We LE KX GA 1 Coils should be given at least three such treatments. 
St ap AN yi po ae | yy (f) Properly connected using information as furnished by 

(@); Qt A B | \ Pa iis } es) the motor manufacturers. 

FQ\\8) RSS E NM ) ree 8. Wxoorinc CoucH — Brushholders 
au we Yi IAL ‘ - Ph Y, Brushholders are quite often subject to this infirmity re- 

fh ne Ei ° WG ¢ yO = eae = sulting in whooping, flashing and blowing of the motors. 

is i baad! Hf ~h Ye Shy Te. Effective preventives for this trouble are as follows: 
iV ay : = = =B i i WS, I OD) eer: WE 2 (a) Porcelains to be kept clean and sealed tight on the 

ph age pe ae cupporting pins. 
, i a re Se Rhys Sg (b) Shunts put into good repair. 

Ce ae, “ae peer pe “ Joie (c) Spring pressure with single finger per holder from 
— eT eee ee 10 to 12 Ibs. When more than one finger is used 

Dipping and. Baking is a Good Cure for Coughs and Colds: ® : en eo po a carbon: way 

5. tren —Comanarators should not be allowed to exceed 1/32”. 

The itch frequently attacks commutators and causes ir- (ec) Set the brushholders about 1/8” from the surface of 

ritation, scratching and sometimes sputtering and: flashing. the commutator. 

Best treatment to prevent this is: 9. Heart TrousLe — Carbon Brushes 

(a) Keep mica undercut from 3/64” to 5/64” deep. It has been said that “Carbon brushes are the valves to 

(b) All slivers of mica must be removed from the sides the heart of your motor”. This being the case, it is apparent 

of the slot. that a great many motors are suffering from heart trouble. 

(c) Commutator face to be given a smooth and even The best known relief is to: 

finish. (a) Use high grade graphitized carbon brushes. 

(d) Keep Vee ring clean and free from oil and carbon (b) Select grades supplied by manufacturers that can 
dust. best insure a uniformity of their product. 

rn ee
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(c) Carbons should have a smooth sliding fit in the (b) Shells must be well cleaned and carefully tinned. 

carbon way. (c) Keep the metal at correct temperatures by using 

10. Acuz — Housings babbitting pots fitted with automatic temperature 

Housings sometimes become indisposed and have all the control. 
(d) Give all babbitted shells a sound test by striking 

ye with a hammer. 

~ 7 Se, 13. PYORRHEA or Ricc’s Diszase — Gears and Pinions / 
oe SS A diagnosis of the teeth on many gears and pinions indi- 

ca Cus ” mS A cate that they are suffering from pyorrhea, in fact, it is 

ESD pf qs ea ey commonly said that “four out of five have it”. Suggest 
= a [SET i aiullly that immediate treatment be given as follows: 

GG pr em “fs é 4 “SS Se (a) Maintain the correct gear center distances. 

& A BE, . sy (1) Maximum allowable spread of 3/32” on motors 
s % “fp below 50 HP. 

ta oN Pls (2) Maximum allowable spread of 3/16” on motors 
Se Serie 

Sng” be. of 50 HP and above. 

3 f SS (b) Protect from dust and dirt by means of a suitable 
atc “s SS eS SSS) gear case. 

a Sg EES cas (c) Must be regularly inspected and lubricated. 

ae wee. Ne - 14. FLat FEET AND FALLEN ARCHES -— Wheels and Axles 
eae ene Under certain operating conditions car wheels develop 

The First Symtoms of Dropsy. flat feet and the axles suffer from fallen arches. To pre- 

vent these disorders, apply the following: 

symptoms of ague as they are subject to chills and severe (a) Keep sanders in good repair and protected against 

shaking. This may be relieved by: trouble due to moisture. 

(a) Making housings a tight driving fit in box frame (b) Brakes must be properly adjusted and set. 
motors. (c) Wheels on the same axle should be kept the same 

(b) They must be a tight clamping fit in the split type diameter. 
frame: (d) Allowable variations on pairs of wheels on the same 

(c) Use the through bolt type of housings on split frame ee ne 
motors. ZL La Pee Ere Fa 

(d) See that lock washers are used under the heads of ee ee LEED, tH 
all holding bolts. ELLE “hil 

11. Epmeptic Firs — Bearings 5 FF id =, | “ey 
This is a common weakness of the bearings which, if a mt A esd | Se 

not remedied, results in serious complications that some VE Kh 7, \ ve! fy 

times seriously affects the operation of the motor. To FE La I Wy " ie | ty 

minimize this infirmity carefully see to the following: Yee Th TOR. =i DB oo I Y, 

(a) Use bronze shells with a 1/16” lining of babbitt z y, Cpr Ve BE 

for armature bearings. Wy Y} LY \\ = 

(1) The bore must have a smooth slick finish. YY, | yy \Ve: es f 

(2) Clearance in assembled bearings should be .006 Zi KS Qi E | Be 

to .009” depending upon the size of the bore. EF — ee iy eB h 4 | 
(3) Bearings pressed into the housing and then Lied, VEER (| y | | it 

finish bored give best results os A Sp Hes Vy l Yocom OTT // 
(b) Use bronze shells not tinned nor lined with babbitt Lee ee | A GYAN HE 

for the axle bearings. igs = ERG Se ZS Sp 

(1) Chamfer the sides of the window. LET a re GE. 
(2) Chamfer the edges of the halves at the parting Le ni GLY! A, ep GEE 

or split. LY ace 
3) Bore should be such that you have at least =e ee 

° .015 clearance when assembled. = ee)" | 
5 a a oD 

“Sentai vou ot Bada service some babbitted bear Relieved of all Bodily Disorders by Proper Medical Treatment. 

ings suffering with Diarrhea, from which the babbitt has truck should not exceed 4” to Yy” on the diameter. 

melted and ran out. Such troubles can be alleviated as (e) Inspect axles for checks and cracks by cleaning with 

follows: carbon oil and then coat with whiting. 

(a) Use high grade tin base babbitt metal. (Continued on page 76)
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The Colorado River, the Imperial Valley, 

and the Boulder Canyon Dam Project 
By DanteL W. MeEap 

Professor of Hydraulic Engineering 

The Boulder Canyon Project includes: It is reported that the Secretary of the Interior has 

i. A dam and incidental works in the main stream of recently (September 24, 1929) instructed the Engineers of 

the Colorado River at Black Canyon or Boulder the Reclamation Bureau to estimate the cost of a dam 

Canyon, adequate to create: twenty-five feet higher than provided in the bill. 
2. A storage reservoir of a capacity not less than 20,- .. 

000,000 acre feet of water. The dam originally proposed by the Reclamation Bureau 

3. The incidental works at the dam include a power is of the gravity type, curved in plan, and with stresses 
house and hydro-electric plant, allowed as high as 40 tons per square 
needed for the generation and pee foot, (See Fig. 4, left hand section). 

ponte af electrical energy from This is the concluding install- The extraordinary height of this dam, 

4. A qwaih. canal . d er ment of Prof. Mead’s article the great reservoir which it creates, its 
: main canal and appurtenant ° : 

structures located entirely within concerning the Boulder Canyon location above numerous towns and ir- 
the United States, connecting the Dam project. rigation districts, and the serious losses 
Laguna Dam with the Imperial Prof. Mead served on the in life and property which would re- 

and Coachella Valley in Cali- Boulder Dam commission which sult from its failure, convinced the 

fornia. was appointed by the National Colorado River Board that stresses in 
The Proposed Dam government to make a study of the structure should not exceed 30 tons 

Perhaps the most important feature the project. He is an authority per square foot. The right-hand sec- 

of the project is the proposed dam on hydraulic problems, and his tion in Fig. 4 shows a preliminary 
which is to be built to a height of 550 reputation for engineering in- study of the dam on this basis, made 

feet above low water, and if built at tegrity and foresight is nation- by the engineers of the Reclamation 

the Black Canyon site its foundation ally known. —THeE Eprror. Bureau for this Board. 

will be about 127 feet below the low The building of such a dam, in a 
water level. canyon only 350 feet in width and al- 

This dam, if built, will be the highest dam yet con’ most a thousand feet in depth, through which floods of 

structed and will be more than twice the height of the considerable magnitude sweep from April to August 

Arrowrock Dam which is now the highest dam built. It each year, is an undertaking of considerable hazard. Tun- 

will contain more than 3,000,000 cubic yards of concrete nels must be built in the canyon walls through which 

and will require over 20,000 cars of cement. the waters of the river can be diverted during con- 

Comparison of Boulder Canyon and Black Canyon struction. A cofferdam above the site must be built to 
Dam Sites keep the water out of the necessary excavation and to turn 

; Boulder Canyon Black Canyon the water through the diverting tunnels. A second coffer- 
Dene Ret ee wee dam must be built below to prevent water entering the 

Width at Low Water _..... 420 ft. 350 ft. work from downstream and these structures, although 

Width at Crest _-___------_ 1020 ft. 880 ft. temporary in nature, must be sufficiently substantial to 

The Black Canyon site is near the railroad at Las Vegas stand the flood which must be anticipated before the struc- 

and has a more favorable approach for the necessary con’ tures can be built to a height above probable floods. The 

struction railroad. This site is nearer the Southern Cali original plans contemplated the diversion of flood flow of 

fornia power center and hence will involve shorter trans’ 100,000 cubic feet per second through three tunnels, each 

mission lines from the proposed power plant. The volcanic 35 feet in diameter. This plan involved an upstream coffer- 

rock formations are less jointed than the granite rocks at dam 79 feet high and a downstream dam 29 feet high 

Boulder Canyon; they are more easily worked yet are above low water level. This work also involved the 

tougher, and will stand better in large tunnel excavation quarrying and placing of 757,000 cubic yards of rock 
with greater safety to the workmen. A dam at Black and about 164,000 cubic yards of earth in the dams. The 
Canyon can be built at less expense, and although its crest excavation required the unwatering of an open excavation 
will be about 50 feet lower (relative to sea level) than the in the river bed of a maximu mdepth of 127 feet below 

crest of a dam at Boulder Canyon, it will have for the low water and the handling of 531,000 cubic yards of sand, 
same elevation above low water a somewhat greater reser- silt, gravel and boulders with an indefinite amount of 
voir capacity. water, and the placing of 235,000 cubic yards of concrete 

a ee
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in the heel and toe of the proposed dam so as to form a The Power Plant 
permanent cofferdam to protect the remainder of the work. The bill also provides for the installation of an hydro- 

It was planned to accomplish this in one water period of electric plant below the dam with a capacity of 1,000,000 

probably less than nine months duration. horse power. It is expected that this plant can be operated 

The Colorado River Board did not consider such a plan on a fifty-five per cent load factor and will generate 3,600,- 

practicable, and advised providing for a diversion of 200,000 900,000 kilowatt hours per year. The principal market 

el hte for this power would be in Los Angeles and southern Cali- 
fornia where the power market at present uses just about 

this amount but with the rapid increase in the demand for 

power gives every promise that the power from the pro- 

' posed plant will be needed about as soon as it can be 

furnished from this plant. 

‘ rwew.os60 | rms. seo While the power house (Fig. 5) and equipment must 

5 . q ~ be designed and selected for this particular site, there is 

"A er tee nothing particularly difficult about the installation; although 

ase. 4 -———__ 1 4 its size, distance from the market, and the considerable 

"aU eenoeuneNoan variations in head under which it must work, are somewhat 

Fic. 4. Cross-section Design for Black Canyon Dam. The unusual. 
design shown at the left was propesed by the Reclamation Bureau, Water Supply 
while that on the right was proposed by the Colorado River 3 
Board. The water supply of the Colorado River at the pro- 

: posed dam is a most important factor in this project. The 

cubic feet per second through four 50 foot tunnels by an original estimate of the Reclamation Bureau for the aver- 
upper cofferdam of 55 feet in height which would store age supply was about 16,200,000 acre feet per annum. The 

less water above the temporary structure and enable opera’ study of this subject by the Board convinced them that this 
tions to proceed continuously through a normal flood sea- estimate was probably too high as the period on which it 
son. The Board also advised the utilization of two of was based was apparently a period of high flow, and that 

these tunnels for spillway purposes, thus preventing the the average flow at the Dam should not be estimated above 
overflow of the dam under extreme flood conditions. (See 15,000,000 acre feet per annum, and that from the exper- 

Fig. 5). ience of the past it was probable that for long periods the 

The Proposed Reservoir flow might average as great as about 17,000,000 acre feet 

The reservoir to be created by the construction of the per annum, and for equal periods the average might be 

Black Canyon Dam will be the largest artificial reservoir below 13,000,000 acre feet per annum. This conclusion 

ever constructed. It will impound about 26,000,000 acre makes it doubtful that the estimated output of the pro- 

feet of water or almost two years average flow of the posed power plant could be continually maintained for a 

Colorado River. Lake Mendota, on which Madison is  fifty-year period, for with the irrigation development which 
situated, is about seven miles long, three miles wide, with seemed likely to obtain within such a period, together with 
a maximum depth of 80 feet and an average depth of the probable advent of such a period of low flow, shortages 
almost 40 feet. While this lake is of considerable size, it of water should necessarily be anticipated during which 

would take about 67 times the amount of water in Lake the power output might be expected to decrease possibly 

Mendota to fill the Boulder canyon reservoir. 40% to 50%. 
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Fic. 5. The map shows the proposed dam and structures contiguous to it. Note the diversion, discharge and spillway tunnels.
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Flood Relief canal location, for a length of 10 miles, crosses a region of 

Ordinary floods from the Upper Colorado River will be sand dunes, some of which reach a height of about 150 
reduced and in general can be eliminated to about 40,000 feet above the canal bed. For much of this distance the 
cubic feet per second. Exceptional floods such as that re- canal cut will be over 50 feet deep. The grade of this 

ported at Topock in 1884 of 380,000 cubic feet per second section of the canal is such that the water surface will be 

could be materially reduced but would probably equal or below the mesa level and hence below the bases of the 
exceed 160,000 cubic feet per second. Floods from the sand dunes. Winds above a velocity of 10 miles an hour 

lower tributaries below the dam site will remain unmodified. cause a movement of the surface sand, which increases 

Floods from the Gila River are exceedingly flashy and for with the velocity of the wind, and special provision should 

short periods equal in volume the floods from the upper ~be made to prevent undue silting of the canal by the “blow 

river. Such floods will be per- sand” as well as for the re- 
haps gradually reduced as stor- Indio c \ moval of the sand that will 
age for irrigation is added on Ur», 4 ¢ drift into the canal prism. Al 
the Gila and its tributaries but SS g f though it is clear that difficul- 

4 COACHELLA | ss 2 ~ . , 
there will probably continue | VActey~ Pre A < ties are presented by the drift- 

to be occasional floods of con- ASU o ( 3 ing sand, it is the opinion of 
siderable magnitude below the | fara 2 2 5 the board that it is feasible to 

Laguna Dam unless a_ flood | Yee’ Bs J ¢ construct, maintain, and sucess- 

reducing reservoir is constructed lacs Gt one, oN _ fully operate the canal. 

on the lower Gila. i VY Xy i a ee, - a . 

The All American Canal | west | \\S Nexo x 3 SE 
so 2 j MAL? CC. fe be AES NE gt Bona The Colorado River Board The original Imperial Canal | 4 = SECC at Z ee we pam | - ¢ the estimates 

was constructed through Mex- gate [ stares. ke, ods fs ais iS ae o 4 € - i 
ican territory in order to | “7 MEXICO Spy oe eG spe Of Me BEOposee Seruchurss 
cheapen the first cost. The " SEZ 0 reached _ the conclusion that 
location was possible only on < Oa (oie " ros exes | such estimates should be modi- 

the agreement of the canal 7N in BS re peter” fied so as to provide as follows: 

owners £0 supply Mexican ter: cattrontsia NI! : 3 Estimated Cost 
ritory on demand with a quan- a eg ranma . 
tity of water equal to that ses Aarne Cat PRG oe % Dam _and_ reservoir ; one (gare Ces (26,000,000 acre- 
supplied on the American side Prigated if Canal ts Built Le 4 feet capacity) —-$70,600,000 
of the line. In addition, the LEVEES e 1,000,000 horse- 
Imperial District has been bo Gckerson- NON power develop- 
hampered by certain restric 4-Veleano Lake ties CALIFORNIA ment --------~ 38,200,000 

tions and embarrassed by the Bomar Valley CReclamation) 9, 2% 3 The all-American 

disturbed condition, if MexiGo 9. spent Valley. and DEA Conditions, The porible A a 88,500,000 
To avoid the obligations and extension of irrigation along the borders of the Imperial construction sao : 

dificulties entailed by the lov TOUP., aimed by shel. Some feaunes ofthe diwbed above ....---- 17,700,000 
cation of their main canal conditions in the delta are indicated. —_ 

through foreign territory, the ToTAL __~-$165,000,000 
Imperial Irrigation District desire to construct a canal In this revision stresses in the dam have 
entirely in American territory, and such a canal is pro- been limited to a maximum of 30 tons per | 
vided by the Boulder Canyon Bill and will be utilized to square foot, and a diversion capacity of | 
irrigate additional lands in the Salton area (see Fig. 7). 200,000 second-feet is provided. 

Under the proposed plan the water is to be diverted Should the canal to Coachella Valley be con- 
from the river at Laguna Dam, the present intake of the sidered a part of the main canal, the above 
canal for the Yuma irrigation project, 23 miles by river estimates would be increased by the sum of 11,000,000 
above the intake of the Imperial Canal. This will allow This would. make: che: terval estimated cost, for 
water to be taken from the river at the higher elevation all items H. R. 5773 -------------------$1'76,000,000 

necessary to permit the canal to serve its purposes. These estimates were based on a construction period of 
From the intake the proposed line of the main canal leads  geyen years. 

southwest to a point near the river just north of the 
international boundary, thence west approximately parallet The Los Angeles Water Supply 
to that line, to a point about 10 miles west of Calexico, The City of Los Angeles has filed on 1500 cubic feet 
a total length of 75 miles, making connections with the per second of the waters of the Colorado River for a 
Imperial Valley system. At a point on the east mesa a future extension of its water supply. The present supply 
canal branches off and leads to the Coachella Valley. of the city comes partially from wells but mostly from the 

Between the Colorado River and the Imperial Valley the (Continued on page 62) 

rai
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The Development of 

Th ic Li e Modern Electric Light 
By D. M. Erickson, e731 

HE first incandescent light of which there is any was a platinum wire running through the upper end of 

T record was made in 1840 by Sir William Robert the glass tube containing the mercury, and the other was 

Grove, an English judge and scientist. It consisted of a the mercury itself. Blackening of the glass by the carbon 

coil of platinum wire covered by an inverted glass tumbler kept this lamp from becoming a commercial success, as it 

set in a dish of water. This arrangement kept the wire had the others. Other lamps made around this period 

from being cooled by draughts of air; the small amount of (1850) all operated in a vacuum, using platinum-iridium, 

oxygen within the glass also re- platinum, carbon, or graphite for 

duced the amount of oxidation of the burner. 

the wire taking place. The lamp The Wisconsin Historical Museum, on Around 1875, four Russian 

gave only a feeble light as there the fourth floor of the library building, scientists came forward with in- 

was danger of melting the plati- has on disp lary an. exhibit: of ielectrical:.ap- candescent devices, two of which 
: : : paratus used in the first Appleton power De ee 

num, since platinum gives very plant, including a carbonized bamboo fila- had the burner operating in nitro- 

little light unless near the melting ment bulb. Bulbs of this type were among gen gas. The first one used a V- 

temperature. the first to be used in this country. The shaped piece of graphite for a 

The lamp required considerable |] PMP, mince in diameter ‘The soeker | ormet and for a time promised 
current to operate it, as the fila on which it is mounted is somewhat similar to become quite successful. A 

ment was constantly cooled some- to modern-day sockets except that it is company with a capital of about 

what by the air. The demonstra- made of wood and is uninsulated. $100,000 was formed to back its 

tion was of scientific interest only, Various meters and other instruments manufacture, but the short life 

for the current to operate it cost are also on display. One ammeter, of an (about 12 hours), and the expense 

several hundred dollars an hour. early Edison type, consists of 15 turns of of the lamp caused the failure of 

Prederie De Moles, anoter || 2,00 coer ae wound is ¢ anal! | the project ‘The ther cre, 
Englishman, obtained the first it is pulled into the coil when a current VEAHONS at Proved ess ey 

patent ever issued on an incan- passes through the wire. Movement of the blackened Hoo rapidly and were 

descent lamp in 1841. His lamp plunger moves the indicator needle on the too expensive to maintain. 

consisted of a glass globe, the ge which has a maximum capacity of In the spring of 1878, Edison 

upper part of which held a glass ain Peres: took up the study of the problem 

tube containing powdered char- The Appleton plant was the first com- at his laboratory at Menlo Park, 

Soal. ‘The: tube was ‘open’ at: the mercial lighting plant operating from water New Jersey. He was well equip- 

- power, and the first of any type in the 4 

bottom, inside the globe, and United States with the possible exception ped to tackle the job, as he had 

through it ran a platinum wire of the Pearl Street station in New York. already made several inventions 

which terminated just below the The plant was started in October, 1882. of prominence, and had about 100 

tube dia, small, ‘coil, Another Its equipment consisted of an Edison K men helping him. 

- 5 dynamo, which had a capacity of 250 on . 
platinum wire came up through 16 candlepower lights, housed in a 10 by Edison’s first experiments were 

the globe at the bottom and ended 15 foot shack. made along the lines of previous 

in another coil just below the first ones, simply for the purpose of 

one, almost touching it. The space confirming their failure. He 

inside the coils and between them was filled with powdered quickly gave up carbon as a light-giving element, and 

charcoal, which was heated to incandescence by a current turned his attention to platinum. One of his first develop- 

passed through the wires. The air within the globe was ments was an automatic thermostatic control to keep the 

removed as much as the hand pumps ef that time would platinum operating near its melting point but to keep it 

permit, so the charcoal did not burn up immediately; the from reaching a dangerous temperature. 

small amount that did evaporate was automatically replaced The automatic thermostatic control is illustrative of 

by that in the tube above. This lamp also proved to be the genius of the man, as well as his never give-up spirit 

impractical, because the globe blackened very rapidly from in the pursuit of a scientific achievement which he was 

the evaporation of the charcoal. attempting. 

One of the most important early contributions to the Edison discovered that after the platinum filaments had 

study of incandescent lights was made by an American, been heated to incandescence several times, gases were ap- 

J. W. Starr. His lamp consisted of a rod of carbon operat- parently driven off and the wire became harder and could 

ing in the vacuum above a column of mercury. One terminal (Continued on page 73)
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Some Summer Experiences 
Compiled by Lestig F. VAN Hacan 

Professor of Railway Engineering 

‘T% civil engineering students at the University of main. This work proceeded under the direction of the 
Wisconsin still adhere to the traditional custom of engineer, but, upon reaching the heading from the opposite 

spending their summer vacations in useful work, usually of — side, it was noted that the up-stream end of the excavation 
an engineering nature. These summer jobs help to finance was lower than the down-stream end by an appreciable 
the school period and, in addition, give the students much amount. All of this peculiar engineering finally ended in 
valuable experience, as is evident from the following nar- the tearing out and relaying of some two hundred feet 
rations by the present class of seniors. of sewer.” 

The necessity for making sure that equipment is in good I Bet Your Life 
condition before getting away from headquarters was A Mexican trying to use the phrase, “You bet your life,” 
brought home to one man, rendered it, “I bet your 
who writes: “While work- : a Zo Sf . rar MORE], life.” The contractor who 
ing on a topographic survey TT isi tT iia y~ is ride. rictiT~[ff takes long chances with the 
during the past summer, I OD i Cy { ccdinae lives of his workmen might 
sapned @ ; ‘ PRE , , a - . oe learned a lesson that I will eas | aie ee well express his policy in 

never forget. My partner SA) (sj O = AMT fo te the words of the Mexican. 
and I left Milwaukee with sai ar >, Sw Two of the seniors report 
a rented transit, which we sy aU ED ull experiences bearing on this 
accepted on faith without aie hoe eee eo ; matter. One of the men 
taking it out of its case. Us zene i Oa a ll il was inspector on a trench 
We drove three hundred ; job. He was able to handle 
miles and then spent a day The wee ears at Comeune Tile, Werk the engineering part of the 
in constructing a stadia rod work but says: When it 
and completing other preliminary detail. We finally came to adequate protection for the laborers I was not 
located the section corner from which the survey was so sure of myself. My lack of experience and the con- 
to begin. Then, taking the transit out of the box for tractor’s negligence caused an accident which I will never 
the first time, we found that it had no compass, without forget. The excavator was digging a six-and-one-half-foot 
which we had no check on orientation or azimuth. Our trench between two sewer ditches that had been dug and 
cfforts to obtain a surveyor’s compass from the county sur’ back-filled two months prior to the beginning of our oper- 
veyor were of no avail. We had to send to Milwaukee ations. The trench was braced at intervals of twelve feet, 
for another instrument, and the delay cost our employer which was sufficient for that depth. Upon hitting a layer 
about $50. Needless to say, our first contact with the of sand near the bottom of the ditch, I told the foreman 
man for whom we were to work for a month was a bit that braces should be placed at shorter intervals, but he 
strained. The incident convinced me that an engineer assured me that the present system of bracing was all that 
should not take anything for granted.” was needed for such a shallow trench Soon after this a 

The Cut-and-Try Method Fails section caved in and buried one of the laborers. It took 

The young engineer has to learn that among practicing US @D hour to free the man, who was so badly hurt that 
engineers there are some very crude workmen. “While he was in the hospital for six weeks. This negligent con- 
working as a rodman on a survey party that was locating dition prevailed on most of the jobs detailed to me.” | 
a sewer”, writes a senior, “I observed the methods of an The other man “watched with considerable interest the 
engineer who did not believe in planning his work in construction of two grain elevators, which were being built 
advance of the construction. The work progressed rapidly by different contractors whose methods were radically un- 
and seemingly all right until, on tunneling under a con like. As the elevators were just across the track from each 
crete pavement on an incline, the engineer discovered that other there was some rivalry between the construction crews. 
the sewer was going to run into a telephone manhole. His One contractor urged his men on with tongue-lashings, 
solution was to offset the sewer line and install an egg- whereas the other cautioned his men to be careful and not 
shaped manhole. This work was started but could not be rush things too much. The tongue-lasher was unable to 
finished because, in tunneling from the other side, a gas make any better time than his rival, both crews finishing 
main was encountered. The gas company was asked to pouring concrete at the same time, but during the removal 
raise the main, but the location of certain drip-pots made of the forms, the hurry-up man had a serious accident in 
that impossible. The next decision was to cut under the which a number of his men were killed.” 

rama
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He Entertained Himself with Work The danger of allowing unapproved drawings to circu- 
A young fellow who preferred to do something useful late promiscuously was learned by a senior who made a 

rather than loaf while waiting for the boss to show up design for a small building. “Upon completion of the 

managed to stretch a temporary job into a permanent one plan,” he says, “I had a blue-print made and gave it to 
this summer. He got himself a job as rodman with an the chief draftsman to be checked, prior to submitting the 

engineering firm with the understanding that there was plan to the chief engineer for approval. This was the 
only four days work for him. usual procedure. It happened that the field engineer 

“On the morning of the third day,” he writes, “while I needed a print for the preliminary yard lay-out, and the 

was waiting for instructions, our party chief told me that draftsman let him have the print already mentioned. Instead 

I was wanted in the office by the chief engineer. I as- 
sumed that I was through working for that firm. However, THERE. Wont ) We Sah Vy Wess 
the chief wanted me to read field notes to him while he Nur an e NES SAK WKY Ns 

plotted them on a contour map. We had worked at this . G . ‘o} wy My, . 

for about fifteen minutes when the chief was called away. ak i o Cr anes O vores 

To while away the time, I checked the plotted points. In la ED ‘ di a NY 2 

a few minutes I had them checked, so I began to plot the Jal mtd ¢ dg (ree NS) Jone 

remaining notes. When the notes were all plotted I drew - RE Ns ae 

in the contours. I was marking the elevations on the Mews GIs LS Se cia 
contours when the chief, after an absence of two hours, yor’ 
came over to the desk to complete the map. He looked 

it over with some surprise, checked my work, and then Even Six by Six Hubs were Destroyed by the Movement of Heavy Equipment. 
announced, “You may do all the drafting from now on’.” 

It is not enough that one should be capable of doing of returning it, the field engineer passed it on to the con- 

good work; he must also have the opportunity to work. tractor, and the brick-layers were already at work when it 

Finding a job is often more difficult than solving a problem was finally discovered that the door clearance was too 
in mechanics. A man is fortunate who had a wide circle small by two inches.” 

of friends and acquaintances who believe in his ability and He Learned to Reference His Points 

are ready to turn jobs or business his way. One man, 
» after wasting two weeks of his summer vacation waiting Students in college are always told that a transit point 

for a hoped-for job to materialize, finally started on the Should be carefully referenced so that it can readily be 
hunt. found even though the stake is removed by construction 

“First I tried various organizations in the engineering operations. However, there is little opportunity to practice 

line,” he relates, “next I tried the factories, and, finally, I actual referencing operations and, therefore, the idea does 

not make much impression on the average man. On the 

a y job, the necessity for careful referencing quickly becomes 

For DE DIS DOOR i 45y Ry apparent. One senior learned this while working on the 

Luv of R [eee Ye s Daz ome construction of a dam. His story runs thus: 
pune! bo NARROW Al) 5 XI e : : 

Z ==: Ye NE ge “The first thing we did after the ground was cleared was 
| Aine lM iy yeas SN to stake out the location of the dam. Points on the are of 

is pg Le LA Ty “} the dam were established, and each point was referenced 

en} ga ag tf ato by three or four stakes. No one in the field party had had 

pater ea ie a any experience on dam construction, and it seemed to all 
NC EIN Peer A I else Ww | of us that it was a waste of time to set more than two 

The Bricklayers Were Already at Work When it was Discovered reference stakes; but orders were orders and we put them 
that the Door Clearance was too Small by Two Inches. in. When construction started, our points, both main 

and reference, began to disappear. We replaced them, 
tried anything that offered at least a paying salary. In trying to find out-of-the-way places, with six by six cedar 

every one of the employment offices, I encountered the pubs placed two feet in concrete. Even some of these 
same answer to my question: “Nothing open now. Come a \ere destroyed by the movement of heavy equipment. 

little later.’ After a weary week of this experience I became Tpjg experience convinced me of the importance of plenty 

downrhearted and envious, cursing those people who had of reference stakes, for when a point had to be replaced 
jobs offered them on a golden platter by relatives or friends, it fad to be replaced in a hurry. Delay meant loss of 

but before long I found myself in the same classification, time and money to the contractor and caused friction be- 
for I was offered a job by a friend. Now I realize ae tween him and the engineer.” 
an exceedingly poor salesman I must have been, for I . 

could not sell myself. I had to wait until I was offered a He Can Look Any Man in the Eye 
job; I could not secure one through my own salesmanship. The student on the summer job begins to develop in 

Colleges should add a course that would train students himself a confidence that comes only from contact with 

to sell themselves.” (Continued on page 74)
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Kansmmnennenintenanemnninaninaninnsninnet theese ete teeneneneenmnoneee 
nd 

ASK ME ANOTHER sarily betray the trade. A judge without his robe is still 
core WELLAND CANAL,” guesses a senior civil a judge and does not lose any of the great qualities of his 

in answer to a question, “is owned by Germany profession. Take the banker away from his money and he 

and is one of the boundaries of Denmark.” It is doubtful _ still possesses something inalienable to his personality. Sim- 
whether many of his classmates could set this man right ilarly, if we steal the engineer's slide rule, throw away his 
about the matter. In fact, a recent test made in the course hand books, and drag him away from his usual environment 
in Engineering English showed that only six men out of of data sheets, curves, formulae, and statistics, we. still 
twenty knew that this famous have an engineer. 

canal, which is now being re | SSS Four year educational train- 
built, is in Canada and around AMERICA’S WIZARD OF LIGHT ing, however lightly pursued, 
Niagara Falls. AY today is celebrating the Golden has a certain definite effect up- 

Of the twenty men who Jubilee of Light. The whole country is on the person who is already 
honoring those eminent engineers who have made 5 issn 

wrote the test, eleven knew the the electric light and who have brought it within inclined toward engineering. 

state in which the Boulder Dam the reach of the millions. The intense materialistic es- 

is to be located, eight were Fifty years ago Thomas A. Edison, working sence of the profession some- 
familiar with the recent cable in his small and poorly equipped laboratory, how pierces even the denset 

failures on the Mt. Hope and developed the first incandescent light. Since that barriers. Years of practice will 
Detroit- Windsor bridges, five time, ‘lersine lighting has evolued from that tend to develop to an alarmin: BES) first crude experiment to our present nation- P g 
knew who Leonardo de Vinci wide illumination system. The service performed degree this inclination toward 

was, cight knew that Professor by this intrepid inventor is immeasurable. His an almost totally physical view- 

Kommers was investigating work made possible the production of a cheap point, and this is the earmark 
fatigue of metals. and efficient lighting system, the development of of the engineer. 

. the modern radio, the great beacons which guide . 
A good deal of regret has the air traffic of our country along its routed Take a representative from 

been expressed because gradu- path, and thousands of other developments along a dozen different professions, 

ate engineers are unfamiliar commercila and scientific lines. His work is an remove them from their houses 
with the great creators and examp le and an insp tration to the thousands of of business, dress them alike, 

. on - engineers who are working to perfect some work . 
their works in the fields of | that will lighten the labor of the world and to and you still have a dozen 
music, art, literature, and make living more comfortable and livable. different men. While the artist 
drama. The fact is that they It is only through the work of men like unconsciously compares _ lines 
are just as unfamiliar with Edison that the scientific age in which we live and colours, while the novelist 
their own profession. The could be projected on the country in the short analyzes personalities, the engi- 
musician, the artist, the English space of fifty years. Something of the service neer unable to discard his es 

| performed by these men is illustrated by the : : ‘i 
major, even the architect, words of President Hoover in his dedication ad- sential being, looks for inches 
studies the history of accom- dress at the completion of the Ohio river channel and feet, for pounds or gallons 
plishment in his field, but the project. He said, “It is the glory of our scien or anything that may be rep- 
engineer, with few exceptions, | tific age that its Sooty processes in the oe bring resented by a number. 
does not. Where can one find ee eo tashol on Pee cod pe We, who are yet but knee- 
a course in the History and vicher gad were sane” deep in the profession, are apt 
Appreciation of Engineering? to ridicule and satarize this 
Beginnings have been made in brand of  trade-specialization. 
One or two institutions, but the idea hasn’t caught on ae And yet these habits are really the essentials and the means 
yet. There is need for such a course. of success. The artist without his eye for color is a dabbler, 

_ and a novelist without his character studies is a prattler. 

WHY AN ENGINEER? Jokers call a professor absent-minded without thinking that 
yom is it that characterizes an engineer? A doc- his state of complete concentration is his secret of success. 

tor is identified by his diagnostic attitude and a So the intense materialism is practiced by engineers 
lawyer by his antagonistic bearing. A merchant has two until it becomes second nature to them, is their secret of 
arms for selling, and a banker ten fingers to count with. success. His intense analysis whcih are often carried out 
What is it that makes an engineer engineer, what segre- to an alarming degree are his sceptre of power and author- 
gates him from the other professions? ity. Without professionalism, we cannot have the profession. 

Incidentally, the outward appearance does not neces: Losing the profession we lose a contribution to society. 

amma”



| Shoot Straight, 3 

So Live That You 

Can Look Any Man : 

| Straight In The Eye | : 

And Tell Him | 
: CTo Go To Hell. :
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Famous Wisconsin Engineers—Leon R. Clausen 
By R. L. VAN HacGan 

Back in the spring of 1897, a as wireman helper and then by a year Prairie du Chien and Mineral Point 
twenty year old youth named Leon R. as train baggageman between Chicago Division, and in the spring of 1908 
Clausen, received a diploma certifying and Minneapolis on the C.M.@St.P. he was transferred as superintendent 
that he was a bachelor of science in Ry. Next came a period of eight or tc the Chicago Division. 
electrical engineering, as a result of In June, 1912, Clausen broke the 
four years Spent at Wisconsin, and : eg ties of years and left railroading to 
set forth fo try to live Up to the te. Lie enter the implement business in the various implications of said diploma. te OM employ of Deere & Co. He was first 
No blare of trumpets marked his entry : baie. assigned to special work at Moline and 
into the arena of the business world; bo then made manager of a subsidiary 
in fact, his early jobs included such : 7 plant at Ottumwa, Iowa. In the spring 
items as a period with the Chicago ; ames _ of 1917 he was made acting vice-presi- 
Edison Company as wireman helper — ae ae dent in charge of all plants and in the 
about the lowest position on the pay- (, 4 4 fall of the same year became a di- 
roll -and another period as baggage- 5 oo rector in the company and vice-presi- 
man for a railroad, and no wireman’s SS a Lo dent in charge of manufacture. He 
helper or baggageman rate trumpets. , ; i . continued in this capacity until he 
However, the years slid by, and Leon - became president of the J. I. Case 
R. stayed in the aforesaid arena and ep, om y Company in July, 1924. 
learned how to “take it”. Today he ‘ — . oo. . . 
is sitting pretty as president of the ‘ While division superintendent eae 
J. I. Case Company of Racine and one 4 Chicago, in 1909, he was married to 
of Wisconsin’s outstanding business A Agnew Snow of Mineral Point. He 
men. An outline of the steps by ie i has two daughters, Jane and Mary. 
which he climbed should be of interest [a A man who goes places must do 
to our readers, most of whom have _ things besides the routine of the job, 
their future still before them. and Leon Clausen is no exception. 

Leon Clausen was born in Fox Lake, Leon R. CLausen During his railroading days he was 
Wisconsin, on October 18, 1877, and vice-president and then president of 
was graduated from the Fox Lake high nine months in the Chicago yard of the Railway Signal Association. He 
school in 1893. He entered the uni the company maintaining train-light- also belonged to the American Rail- 
versity in the fall of the same year. ing equipment. way Engineering Association and 
He played in the band for four years, A jump to Portland, Oregon, landed served on a number of committees 
but did not go out for athletics al- him in a job installing storage batteries in both associations. After entering 
though he enjoyed playing scrub foot- and power equipment for the Central the implement business he became a 
ball and baseball and liked hiking and Energy System of the Sunset Tele’ member of the National Association 
rowing. He has carried his interest phone Co. To vary matters a bit, he of Farm Equipment Manufacturers 
in outdoor sports always and still finds signed on as roustabout in a saw-mill and of the American Society of Ag- 
time for sailing, horseback riding, and piling slabs and handling logs in the ricultural Engineers. He is also a 
golf. His most important contribution boom. From that to loading vessels at member of the Milwaukee Club and 
as a student was helping to establish the docks of Portland, then, in 1901, of the University Club of Milwaukee. 
the Wisconsin Engineer. back to the C.M.@St.P.Ry. as A good citizen must respond to 

His career since graduation has been straw-boss in the signal department. certain demands upon his time and 
an interesting one. The first job was The plot begins to thicken at this energy for the public welfare. Mr. 
as electrian for the Davidson theatre point. In September, 1903, he was Clausen has been interested in hospi- 
at Milwaukee. After a few weeks of made signal engineer for the road in tals and has served as chairman on 
this he became a designer and tester charge of the installation and main’ various hospital boards. Directorships 
of rheostats for the CutlerHammer tenance of all new block signals and on chambers of commerce and manu’ 
Co. This job lasted for a year and a interlocking plants on the entire sys facturers associations round out his 
half and was followed by a few weeks tem. Just four years later he was service. He is now president of the 
with the Edison Company of Chicago made division superintendent on the Racine Manufacturers Association. 

aaa
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ELECTRICALS told you I expected to come East this fall, and I came, 

Betts, R. Leland, ¢’29, is working with the Detroit Edi- but here is the big joke — the first job I get sends me 
son Company as cadet engineer. Address: 306 Holbrook back to Wisconsin again! The company is considering a 
St., Detroit, Michigan. couple of hydro sites in the St. Croix district and I am 

Russell, Cecil W., ’29, is employed as student engineer going to make some surveys for them the rest of this fall. 

by the General Railway Signal Company of Rochester, New I have had a lot of fun so far seeing things and running 

York. He has recently moved to Detroit where he is around with Red Fuldner’s girl. We saw the Bremen last 

working on the installation of electric car-retarders and week. Incidentally, met Burton Fairweather, e’28, in Pitts- 

switch machines on the west-bound “hump” of the Michi- burgh on my way out. He is with the Bell Lab. I find 

gan Central. Address: 2481 Oakdale Avenue, Detroit, the news items on Wisconsin football here are rather 

Michigan. diminutive, but try to imagine what I am missing. I will 

Edmunds, Wade M., e’21, gives as his future address: stop in Madison on my way out.” Temporary address: Care 

Apt. Postal No. 8 Bis, Mexico, D. F. of Wisconsin Hydro-Electric Corporation, Amery, Wisconsin. 

Harder, Gordon J., ex-e’30, is installing A.C. meters for Beran, John, ¢ 29, after attending summer camp this 
the Wisconsin Power, Light and Heat Company at Ran- year, went to work for the A. T. & T. in the long lines de- 

dolph, Wisconsin. Address: Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. partment. He is inspector on the construction of a new 

Kurtz, Edwin B., e¢’17, has Tepeater station going up at Ewarts, Iowa, and finds the 

FFF. appointed professor of job to his liking. Permanant address: Room 1401, c/o P. H. 

‘ electrical engineering at the Williams, 208 W. Washington St., Chicago. He can be 

a University of Iowa in place of reached temporarily at Ewarts. 
_ “a Professor J. T. Rood, who was Berg, John, ¢’05, CE’19, returned for Homecoming and 

. formerly at Wisconsin. Pro- visited his sons who are enrolled in engineering. 

fessor Kurtz had been acting Blanchar, John E., ¢’29, is working in the office of the 

dean of engineering at the Ok- district engineer of the War Department at Milwaukee. 

lahoma A. & M. College and Address: 208 E. Juneau St. 

before that had been on the DahIman, John H., c’29, who spent the summer in Color- 

wm faculty of Iowa State College. ado and New Mexico, returned to Milwaukee late in August 

He was at one time chairman and went to work for the S. M. Siesel Co., on the Milwau- 

of Engineering College Magazines Associated. kee County court house in charge of all lay-out. He writes: 

Pepper, Theodore B., ex-e’31, is enrolled in the Graduate “There are over three hundred footings to be laid out for 

Student Course of the Westinghouse Company, at East pile driving and, later, for digging and pouring. There are 

Pittsburgh. On completion of his course Mr. Pepper is 6,700 piles to be driven. We have just reached the half- 

planning to enter the radio department. way mark, so there still promises to be a lot of foundation 

Scheer, George H., Jr., e’28, left the employ of the Radio work to be done in cold weather. I am starting a night- 

Engineering department of the Westinghouse Company at school course at the Milwaukee Vocational School. It will 

East Pittsburgh on the tenth of August. On the third of cover the newer types of form-work for concrete construc- 

September he joined the engineering staff of Silver- tion and design.” His address is: 515 Crescent Ct., Wau- 

Marshall, Inc., of Chicago, after spending three weeks at watosa. 

home. He writes: “Burton Fairweather, e’28, was on his Fleischer, Juilus, ¢’29, returned for Homecoming and an- 

vacation at the same time and we got together several nounced that he is working for the Empire Refining Com- 
times for sailing, tennis, etc.” Address: 5424 West 64th pany of Maine at East Chicago, Indiana. 

Street, Chicago, Il. Gillette, Paul C., c’18, has been making a valuation of a 

Smart, John W., ¢’23, former editor of the “Wisconsin water supply property on Long Island since last February. 

Engineer”, is plant engineer at the Fort Madison works of Address: Apt. 1, 59—85th Street, Jackson Heights, Long 

the American Fork & Hoe Co. Address: 533 Avenue C, Island, N. Y. 
Fort Madison, Iowa. Grant, Prof. Eugene L., ¢’17, is again teaching engineer- 

Summers, Erwin R., e’26, former editor of the “Wiscon- ing economics at Leland Stanford University, where he was 

son Engineer”, announces the arrival of a daughter, Bar- a visiting professor last quarter. 
bara Elaine, on September 29. Hollister, S. C., ¢’16, vice- 

Thiemann, Vincent A., e’25, former member of the staff president of the W. W. Light 
of the “Wisconsin Engineer”, is now in the engineering Co., and the National Freight . 

department of the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation at and Delivery Company of Phil- : 

Green Bay. Vin received his masters degree last June adelphia, visited the college on e 

following a year of graduate work at Harvard. He is a October 5. », a 

member of the hydraulic power committee of N.E.A. Ad- Johnson, Frederick M., ¢’06, oy 

dress: Y.M.C.A., Green Bay, Wisconsin. is with the Bureau of Public f 

Toepfer, Adolph H., ¢’29, is now doing research engi- Roads with offices in the South eS 

neering work at the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac- Chicago Post Office building. ‘ 

turing Company. Address: 1330 Wood Street, Wilkins- The Asphalt Association and ) 

burg, Pennsylvania. the U. S. Bureau of Public ; 

Vater, George W., éx-e’30, is in the radio division of the Roads are making an investiga- 

Allen Bradley Company of Milwaukee. Address: 2528 Wells tion of the cost and utility of 

Street, Apt. 6, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. oiled earth roads in Illinois. 

West, Kenneth A., ’24, gives his new address as 152 Field work for the Bureau was 

Avenue A, Pittsburgh, (21), Pa. done during the summer under the direction of Mr. Johnson. 

_ __ Kunesh, Joseph F., ¢’14, who has been in Hawaii since 

1927 detailed by the U. S. Geological Survey to co-operate 

CIVILS with the Honolulu Sewer and Water Commission in working 

Beck, L. J., ¢’29, and recently instructor in topographic out plans for that city’s future water supply, has recently 

engineering, is on the engineering staff of the Trojan Engi- completed an elaborate report on the subject to the ter- 

neering Corporation of New York. He writes, “I guess I (Continued on page 70)
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_Campus Notes | 

WATSON GIVEN SCHOLASTIC ENGINEERING HONORARY A. I. CH. E. ORGANIZES 

PRIZE SOCIETIES The student chapter of the Ameri- 
Engineering Student Receives It should be the ambition of all in- can Institute of Chemical Engineers 
‘Tau Beta Slide Rule’ From coming Freshmen to become a mem- held an organization meeting on Tues 

Honorary Society ber of at least one of the honorary day, October 29, in the auditorium of 

The “Tau Beta Slide Rule,” pre- societies in the college. The basis upon the Chemical Engineering building. At 
sented annually by Tau Beta Pi, hon- which elections are made are scholastic this meeting, Jack Lacher was elected 
orary engineering fraternity, to the ability and general interest in campus president, Harvey Altpeter, vice-presi- 
sophomore who makes the best schol- activities. It is the purpose of this dent; Ed Spicka, secretary-treasurer, 

astic record during his freshman year article to acquaint the new men with and Gordon Zimmerman, Junior rep- 
in the College of Engineering, was the various honorary organizations and __ resentative to Polygon. 
won this year by Charles C. Watson, their officers. At the close of the business session 

electrical engineering student. Tau Beta Pi is the general engineer- an informal discussion on a substitute 
The presentation was made at the jing honorary fraternity. Election to for St. Pat’s Parade was held. 

freshman lecture by Robert W. Ku membership is based upon scholastic 
basta, senior electrical student and attainments; Juniors and Seniors in any 
president of Tau Beta Pi. Watson, engineering course. The officers of the WATSON GIVEN PROMOTION 

/ during his freshman year, earned 101 Wisconsin chapter are: Robert Ku- K. M. Watson, of the chemical 

grade points on 34 credits, only one fasta, president; Theodore Bolliger, engineering department was promoted 
point less than the highest possible vice-president; Fred Schefe, treasurer; from instructor to assistant professor 
number. Everett Johnson, recording secretary; of chemical engineering. Prof. R. A. 

Watson is the son of Prof. and Robert Fairweather, corresponding Ragatz of the same department was 
Mrs. James W. Watson, both Wis- secretary; Fred Hornig, cataloguer. granted a year leave of absence. 
consin graduates. Prof. Watson is in The honor societ | ivil 

: : y open only to civi a 
the department of electrical engineer- engineers. and wh : ti 
ing. The winner of the award te yee eee eae eee interest LIGHT ASSOCIATION VISITS 

ived his preparatory training at the * ation: to good grades 18 an. mnberest 
celved AIS preparatory’ gat in university affairs, is Chi Epsilon. Its COLLEGE 
Wisconsin High School, Madison, ofheers’ ates Hdorrd Heberlein. sree : 
where he made a brilliant scholastic i, : : : 2 P a The delegates in attendance at the 
record and was salutatorian of his dent; F. T. Matthias, vice-president; fall meeting of the Great Lakes divi- 

. “oe R. S. Plotz, treasurer; George Washa, sion of: the National Electric Light 
class. : 2 

; “: wy: corresponding secretary; James Arnold, Association spent the afternoon of 
In addition to establishing a record secretary. Thursd O oa 

. ursday, October 24, visiting the 
as a student, he has found time to . : laboratori d build A gest 
build up quite a printing business dur- Electrical engineers are eligible to fn ORSEONES th vay ee oe ‘bee 
ing his spare hours. election to Eta Kappa Nu. Wisconsin Various research projects being 

chapter has as its officers: Ed Howes, conducted at the college of engineer- 
president; Robert Fairweather, secre 8- At a banquet held at the Hotel 

GLIDER CLUB ORGANIZED tary; Everett Johnson, corresponding Loraine the same evening, Prof. D. W. 

A university glider club has been secretary; James Van Vleet, treasurer; Mead, of the hydraulics department, 
organized for the purpose of stimula’ Theodore Bolliger, Bridge editor. delivered an address on the Boulder 

ting interest in aviation. There are, at . . Canyon Project. 
present, twelve members; the member- The local chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, —_— 
ship is being limited to twenty mem- the honorary mechanical eneNeerng 
bers until the first glider is built. At fraternity, has as its officers: Orville UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR PRE- 
the first meeting, E. T. Hansen, in- Cromer, president; John Mueller, vice- SENTS PAPER AT PITTS- 

structor in steam and gas engineering, president; Ralph Kraut, _ treasurer; BURG MEETING 

was elected president; Don Miller, Fred Schefe, COrresp onding secretary; G. L. Larson, professor of steam and m’31, vice-president; G. W. Gibson, John Pawlowski, sergeant at arms. a engineering, left Monday, Novem? 

m’31, secretary-treasurer, and Wesley Alpha Tau Sigma, organized at this ber 4, for Pittsburg to attend a meet- 
Miller, m°31, chairman of technical university last year, is open to those ing of American Society of Heating 

committee. The plans for the glider who have distinquished themselves in and Ventilating Engineers held in the 
are being worked over and detail draw- the field of engineering journalism. society laboratory. Prof. Larson pre- 
ings are being made. It is expected The officers of the Wisconsin chapter sented a discussion on air leakage 
that actual construction of a glider are: Sylvester Guth, president; Frank through brick walls. He is at present 
will be begun shortly after the opening Matthias, vice-president; Rezin Plotz, doing research work on air infiltration 

of the second semester. secretary; Jack Lacher, treasurer. through wood walls. 
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SOPHOMORES MAKE HIGH THREE MEMBERS OF THE WIS- POLYGON ABOLISHES ST. PAT’S 

HONORS AND HONORS CONSIN ENGINEER STAFF PARADE 

A large number of engineers were ATTEND E. C. M. A. Polygon, in a recent meeting, de- 

included in a recent announcement of CONVENTION cided definitely to abandon the St. 

men making Sophomore high honors The Wisconsin Engineer was rep Fat’s Parade and to substitute for it 

and honors. High honors are awarded resented at the 9th annual convention somewhat different type of Engi- 

to any student securing, during his of Engineering College Magazines, neer’s Day. 

first two years, 165 grade-points, plus Associated, held at Purdue University, It was proposed that the students 

2 grade points for each credit above Lafayette, Indiana, from Oct. 31 to of the engineering college hold an 

60 he has taken; honors are awarded Nov. 2. The editor, F. T. Matthias, open house to visitors during which 

any student securing, during his first the business manager, S. K. Guth, and the visitors could obtain an idea of 

two years, 135 grade points plus 1/2 the alumni notes editor, R. S. Plotz, the work of the college. The class- 

grade points per credit for each credit made up the delegation from the room and laboratory work, according 

above 60 he has carried. Wisconsin Engineer staff. to the proposed plan, would be thrown 

The list appears herewith: The Engineering College Magazines, open to visitors and an_ exhibit of 

SopHoMorE HicH Honors Associated, is an organization which some of the modern developments in 

Civil Engineering: is composed of engineering student engineering science be shown. 

Credits Points publications from twenty-three of the Two reasons were advanced by 

Drow, J. T. ----------68 182 leading engineering colleges in the Polygon for this action. First: The 

Ladwig, F. C. --------68 184 country. The purpose of the organi- Parade has not been very successful 

Mechanical Engineering: zation is to assist the individual maga’ in the past few years, and 2nd, The 

Cowie, Alexander ___-_68 186 zine to make its publication better and Parade does not appeal to more than 

Steckler, Norbert ___--87 191 more attractive and to more completely a small minority of engineering stu- 

Electrical Engineering: train its staff in the fundamentals of dents. An exposition of the kind 

Fredendall, G. L. _----69 190 technical journalism. described would be more in keeping 

Kuehlthau, w. A. ____71 192 The member magazines of this or with the progressive attitude com- 

Chemical Engineering: ganization are widely distributed over monly attributed to a professional and 

Langlykke, A. F. -----71 200 the United States, from Oregon State scientific body. 
to Massachusetts Institute of Tech- ———— 

SOBHOMORE Honors nology to Alabama Polytechnic Insti | RESULT OF RECENT RESEARCH 
Civil Engineering: ts. Poi tute. The government of E.C.M.A. A sophomore, taking T. E. 108, 

Credits Points 3. vested in an executive committee wrote on a recent exam: “The pre- 

Rosas Leo Frank ----.69 163 consisting of three members, the Chair’ liminary adjustments of a level are the 
Newlin, C. H. -------70 150 man, the Eastern Vice-chairman, and parallax and leg adjustments. Purpose: 

Mechanical Engineering: the Western Vice-chairman. This or’ To obtain correct tension on the legs 

Gibson, G. W. -------67 161 ganization criticises each issue of each of the instrument. Tighten or loosen 

Karsten, W. F. R. ----68 172 member magazine and suggests meth- leg screws until the leg can fall slowly 

McCreary, R. A. -----71 165 ods of improving its editorial content by its own weight.” 

Meyer, Arnold F. ----60 142 and general make-up. The executive 

Miller, Donald Jay ----68 154 committee is elected by the member NEW EQUIPMENT FOR STEAM 

Mortensen, M. F. -----74 160 magazines. Whip GAS LABORATORY 

Electrical Engineering: From its beginning, in 1920, with . 

Bell, Almon LeRoy --~70 155 only ten member magazines, E.C.M.A. To make the list of laboratory 

Cobine, James Dillon -.74 165 has extended its wholesome and help: °dwipment_ more up-to-date, | and to 

Teare, William Henry —65 168 ful influence throughout the country facilitate the work of testing, the 

Woodford, A. G. -----69 170 through the medium of its present Sam and gas department has a 
Zabel, H. H. ---------69 159 twenty-three members. stalled new revolution counters on al 

Chemical Engineering: ae - ts = te aa an a 

Essock, Jack ---------67 147 REGENTS AWARD CERAMICS js ality “recorder, an Esterline Angus 

williams, oy Ei goa = FELLOWSHIP electric recording tachmometer, and a 

Zimmennan, G. Bs ----70 The Executive Committee of the Migdley high speed optical indicator. 

board of regents has approved the ap- J is the hope of the department that 
A. S. C. E. TO ENTERTAIN pointment of William P. Whitney to equipment may be added from time 

NATIONAL PRESIDENT fill the recently created ceramic fellow- to time, and that when the new 

The local chapter of A.S.C.E. will ship in the college of engineering. Mechanical Engineering Building is 

entertain Dean Anson Marston, Dean Mr. Whitney, who isa graduate of completed, the laboratory will be the 

of Engineering at Iowa State college the University of Illinois, has had con- fect of its kind in the middle west. 

at the annual banquet of the society siderable practical experience, oe 

to be held November 20. This is the line of work. The research, which wil / 

second time in four years that a be carried on under the direction of PAGING PROF. VAN HAGAN 

national president of A.S.C.E. has Prof. G. J. Barker of the mining de- In an application for membership in 

been brought to Madison, and plans partment, will be devoted to a study the Engineering Society of Wisconsin, 

are under way for a successful meet- of problems of brick work as related an engineer writes that he has received 

ing. to Wisconsin clays. a “colledge” education.
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EngineeringReview 
LAO OF sO 

BUILDERS OFFER PROTECTION tions, pictures if possible, of their UNUSUAL METHODS USED IN RE- 
FROM CONSTRUCTION methods so that they may publish them PAIR OF ROOF GIRDERS IN 

HAZARDS in their magazine and further the cause STREET UNDERPASS 
Builders, according to the Septem- of safety in building. The Port Morris Branch tracks of 

ber issue of “Construction Methods”, —_— the New York Central Railroad pass 
ere gradually beginning to think more PROPOSED DAM SITES FOR under Brook Ave. in the borough of 
of safeguarding the public than rush FLOOD CONTROL ON SKAGIT the Bronz, New York City, between 
ing through their contracts, disregard- RIVER, WASHINGTON, OF East 157th Street and East 159th ing the principles of safety. They are DOUBTFUL VALUE Street through a steel encased tunnel. 
beginning to realize that safety meth- The Skagit River, the largest tribu- The clearance over the tracks, 15 feet, 
ods, applied on the job, safeguard both tary of Puget Sound, is navigable for 9 inches, and the length of tunnel, 
the workers and the public. the lower 50 miles, says a report of about 600 feet, were the contributing 

OF the latest methods of protection, — the Geological Survey, and on its factors in the excessive corrosion of 
depicted in “Construction Hazards”, upper reaches might generate power the exposed steel caused by locomotive 
three of them are outstanding in their enough to supply all the region there- gases. Due to the corrosion, it became 
simplicity and effectiveness. Ladder abouts, The upper 70 miles has a necessary to strengthen or reconstruct. 
safeguards, such as wooden cleats, fall of more than 1,400 feet, nearly Due to the fact that Brook Ave. is 
nailed at the sides of the foundation all of which could be used to produce a busy street and the surrounding area 
of the ladder prevent slipping and power. With the natural flow about entirely occupied by buildings, it was 
sometimes the loss of life. Building 187,000 horsepower could be gener deemed inadvisable to reconstruct only 
hoists, commonly used by building con- ated on this stream 90 per cent of the asa last resort, as reconstruction would 
tractors in building large structures, time, and with regulation by storage have seriously interfered with street 
are the source of much danger to reservoirs this could be increased to traffic. 
passersby. This danger has been  aimost 487,000 horsepower. Additional The method finally decided upon 
climinated by the use of a wire screen power could be furnished by the tribu- was to electrically weld reinforcing 
placed on all sides of the hoist, thus tary streams in the Skagit River basin. cover plates to take the place of the 
preventing any material that falls A reservoir to serve primairly for corroded plates. There were 107 
from the platform to fall on the flood control has been proposed for girders to be repaired in the structure 
street. Scaffold protection was used the Skagit River below the Sauk River, by the removal of the corroded plates 
in the construction of the Union the dam to be located near Faber and the substitution of the new rein- 
Central Life Insurance Company's an- Ferry. A dam 250 to 300 feet high — forcements. 
nex at Cincinnati, Ohio. A wire roof- in this vicinity would, it has been esti- The interesting feature of the work 
ing above the scaffold protected the mated, create sufficient storage capacity was the method used in transfering 
workers from falling material from to control the combined floods of the the dead load to the new cover plate 
above, and a plank, placed upright on Skagit and Sauk rivers and probably replacements. This was done as de- 
the floors of the scafford, prevented would produce all the power needed scribed below. 
objects from rolling off down onto the by the neighboring region for some With a plate in position, a continu- 
street. Guard rails placed around floor time to come. cus 30 inch weld was made on both 
openings and ladder landing are also Two proposed dam sites near Faber sides of one end of the cover plate. 
being extensively used. Another pro- Ferry, about 5 miles above Concrete, The entire plate was then heated to 
tection for the worker on the lower were examined in September, 1926, by about 100 degrees F., enough to ob 
floors is the laying of temporary plank J. T. Pardee, a geologist of the tain an elongation of about 0.1 inches, 
roofing, this prevented accidents due Geological Survey, Department of the corresponding to a 11,000 pounds per 
to dropping of small tools or material Interior, whose report indicates that square inch in the plate. When this 
on the worker below. these sites are of doubtful value. At expansion was secured, the 30 inch 

Contractors have found that a little each site the depth to a solid founda welds at the free end were made be- 
extra cost in prevention of accidents tion at one end of the dam might be — fore the plate had cooled. Thereafter, 
saves them thousands of dollars in so great as to make the most prohibi- tack welds were made at 3 inch inter- 
damage suits. tive. The bed of the stream is partly vals on each side. With the cooling of 

The Associated General Contractors, underlain with uncemented silt and the metal, the plate contracted, and 
by the use of their letterheads, advises probably could not be made water- strain-gage readings, taken on several 
all contractors to go the limit in ac- tight at a reasonable cost. The report plates, agreed, in computed stress, very 
cident prevention methods. “Construc- can be consulted in the office of the closely with the desired stress. The 
tion Methods”, in their article, urges Geological Survey at 406 Federal flange angles were relieved of stress 
all contractors who have any new Building, Tacoma, Washington, or the by the amount taken by the plate. 
safety methods to send to them descrip- main office at Washington, D. C. —Engineering News-Record. 
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SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS ON The most important part of the Salt Lake City, Utah; San Francisco 
DISPLAY work was the exact location of the and Los Angeles, Calif.; and Juneau 

The Cascade Tunnel of the Great shaft above referred to and the pro- and Anchorage, Alaska; the Alaska 
Northern Railroad, recently placed in jection of. the line of the tunnel both division of the Seattle Chamber of 
service, is admitted to be one of the ways from the bottom. This shaft | Commerce, Seattle, Wash.; the Alaska 
great engineering accomplishments of measured only twenty-four feet in the Agricultural College and School of 
recent years. This project depended direction of the tunnel, and the centers Mines, College, Alaska; and the 
entirely for its success upon the ac from which the line was projected Alaska division of the Los Angeles 
curacy with which the surveys were only nineteen feet apart. The plumb Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles, 
made. This may account in some bobs used in the shaft were sixty Calif. _ 
measure for the interest that has been pounds in weight, suspended by means A GLIMPSE OF THE ULTIMATE IN 

shown in the surveying instruments, of piano wire and immersed in tubs ELECTRICAL POWER SERVICE 

used by the Great Northern Railroad of water to prevent swinging. The line “The electrification of the steam’ 
in establishing the line and grade of was also extended down the sides of pulesads Sper’ in the more sop 

the new tunnel, which were on dis’ the shaft by precise measurements. laug ea of he SOURLEY i Tne i” 

play in our members’ lounge. Through This exhibit of surveying instru- said Mr. Thomas NEGane: wn: a 

the courtesy of D. A. Steel, M.W. ments was accompanied by a collection read before he N . oe Hou 
S.E., who was instrumental in bring of photographs which are of great Ag Ore "hb he Jersey" a ae 
ing the instruments to Chicago for _ interest. Fone ‘ll s bea ant aa 

exhibit at the annual convention of the —Journal of the Western Society ei ‘he ferns  tiedll’ foe ae de 
American Railway Engineering As- of Engineers. s eu sth t a he es “ a hh © ond 
sociation, the instruments were placed —. ut rather of the time i a fons i 
in our rooms for the engineers of AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION — "ns will best permit it to be carried 

Chicago to examine at leisure. ON ALASKA a — . duced Bs 

This tunnel is nearly eight miles Since the building of the Alaska Be load oF a ee oe cle a 
long, and was completed in just three Railroad from Seward to Fairbanks Present fone ei 00 Ww, nh ne 

years’ time. In making the survey it has made the interior of the Territory — carried Dy € tb ane P a 

was necessary to carry the line over more accessible, public interest in in- $036 oat mney ill te ed y 
a range of mountains with a maximum formation relating to Alaska has much h 20> an yr > WI © ve. ‘times 
rise of 3500 feet. It would never have increased, and the demand for Govern- f e Bissell The means of pra: 
been possible to build the tunnel in ment publications on that subject has  “'©7"S> ‘ f ed and most economical 
three years by working only from the accordingly been greater. In order to wey of facilities: to: meet this great 
ends, so the contractors sunk a shaft furnish in compact form the more  ‘™TEaS% 1S the problem which is the 
about 650 feet deep from an inter salient facts regarding the Territory, most perplexing to the electric com 

mediate valley and advanced the tun the Interior Department, with the co Pam's today. The power “interchange 
nel both ways from this shaft and also Gperation of several governmental bu- of power between neighboring systems 
from both portals. When the last  reaus that are working in Alaska, has - only espnomital solution of the 
heading had been holed through, it issued a pamphlet entitled “General  Propiem as McCarter sees it. He ex- 
was found that the maximum error of — information regarding the Territory of plains further, that the peak loads of 
closure in either grade or alignment Alaska,” which is distributed free by Gifferent localities seldom come at the 
was 0.78 of a foot, which means a the Office of the Secretary of the In. S#me time of day, so power inter: 

deviation of only four and one-half — terior. change could be effected which would 

inches either side of the center line. The Interior Department, through eliminate the extremly high Investment 
Such accuracy in surveying under such the Geological Survey, has also for 30 —-MECeSSATY to provide machinery for 
difficulties is nothing short of phenom- years been making investigations in  C®TYNS peak loads, when they are 
enal, to say the least. Alaska and has published — several only in use for a small part of the 

Final refinement of survey was ac’ hundred reports containing detailed day. 
complished by a special theodolite information not only on the geology “Power interconnection is the next 
which justly receives the most atten’ and mineral deposits but on general step in the progress of the electric in- 
tion in the display. This instrument geographic features of the country. dustry toward the goal of complete 
was mounted on iron pipes set in Each year the Geological Survey pre- service to the public”, said Mr. Me- 
concrete bases established at seven pares a summary statement regarding Carter, “it is accomplishing great 
different stations. Some of the pre- the production of minerals and the things and in the future will do 
liminary work was done in the dead mining developments of the preceding greater. New Jersey should not lag in 

of winter and the workers were some- year in the Territory. All these re’ its development, for in no other state 

times obliged to remain at their posts ports are distributed free, or, upon — is adequate electric supply more neces 

for over a week waiting for a brief exhaustion of free editions, are sold sary to the public welfare, and in few 

period of visibility that would make by the Superintendent of Documents, states can power interchange play a 
accurate instrument work possible. All Government Printing Office, Washing» more impotant part in securing it. Its 
sights were made at dawn or dusk to ton, D. C. Requests for free copies foundation is co-operation within the 
avoid refraction from the direct rays may be addressed to the U. S. Geolog- industry, and between the industry 
of the sun. Sometimes the thermometer ical Survey, Washington, D. C. A and the communities. Its results will 

was forty degrees below zero and it number of the reports may also be ob- _ benefit all.” 

was necessary to erect temporary shel- tained from the offices of the U. S. —Power Plant Engineering. 
ters for the men. Geological Survey at Denver, Colo.; (Continued on page 66)
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THE COLORADO RIVER, THE IMPERIAL The Report of the Colorado River Board was transmitted 

VALLEY, AND THE BOULDER CANYON to Congress by the Secretary of the Interior on December 3, 

, 1928. 
DAM PROJECT 

During the December session of Congress, the Swing- 

(Continued from page 50) Johnson bill was revised, passed, and approved. The bill 
as passed: 

Owen’s Valley. The latter source can apparently be ex- 

tended somewhat and will furnish a softer and better Ist. Increased the appropriation for the project by $40,- 

supply than can be obtained from the Colorado River. It 000,000 or to a total of $165,000,000; 

is also claimed that the power which can be developed from 2nd. Provided that the cost of the all-American canal 

the Owen’s Valley source will be equal in value to the ne - paid a — ae oe one ea ul & 

expense involved. If, however, Los Angeles and its suburbs rea nations law: 8, Denentes: as provided 1h 
oe 3 

continue to grow at the present rate, and unite in a . 

metropolitan district, the Colorado River source may be- aed. slleeaiee Boe Crowded thant ae propriated 

come necessary as apparently the only remaining practicable shall be repaid to the United States out of 6214 

source. The cost of development from this source will be er centum of revenues, if any, in excess of the Pp Pi any’ t 

very great as the plan involves conduits about 300 miles in amount necessary to meet periodic payments during 

length, and a lift, depending upon the height and length a 4 as ase from the 63) 1 z a aad 

of tunnel through the mountains, estimated at about 1635 eet the peal a SaAGEHESEGA 2 2 P 

feet including friction. The cost of development may be . _. 
. : i 4th. Provided that the remaining cost (about $100,000,- 

as great as that of the Boulder Canyon Project or possibly 000) shall be amortized within a 50-year period 

greater. It is estimated that this water supply may be from the net income from the sale of power or 

needed for the Metropolitan Water District by about 1980. rental of power privileges and from storage services. P PB g 8 

In the meantime the water can be used for the irrigation of 5th. Provided that the law shall be inoperative until the 

citrus fruits, and this use may be an important factor be- Colorado River Compact is ratified without reser- 

hind the project. This project and the desire for cheap vation by the seven states of the valley, or if this 

power seem to be the main reasons for the strenous efforts ie noe ee a , cate ina ee ee et Be 

of the citizens of Los Angeles in urging the passage of the pact. weing OFMAs, “AAS |80' T © 

Bill, although the general improvement of the Imperial and 5 : 
< . ‘ ‘ : 6th. Provided that before any moneys are appropriated 

Coachella Valleys is an important factor in the growth for construction, the Secretary of the Interior shall 

of southern California. provide for revenues by contract, adequate in his 
judgment to pay all expenses of operation and 

Conclusions of the Colorado River Board maintenance, and the repayment to the United 
State of the costs within fifty years or, in the case 

The Colorado River Board after its study of the project, of the canal, in the manner provided by the 

including an inspection of the proposed locations of struc: reclamation law. 

ture and works, found the project feasible from an engi- Arizona did not ratify the compact but it has been P Ps 

neering standpoint with certain changes in plans and with ratified by the other six states. On June 25, 1929, Presi- g P S 

a certain increase in expense. dent Hoover issued a proclamation putting into effect as 

: . hi j 
In regard to the economic phases of the project, the of that date the Boulder Canyon Project Act 

Board called attention: R. F. Walter, Chief Engineer U. S. Bureau of Reclama- 

: . . . tion, has been appointed Chief Engineer of the Boulder 

1. qo i pecs e sates poleennen, ae —_ Canyon Project, and a Board of Consulting Engineers, con- 
as to the sys : : : ate 
from the Colorado River, which is an important point, isting of Louis C. Hill, Andrew J. Wiley and William F. 

uncertain, and vital to the states of the Colorado Durand, has been appointed. It is understood that work 
Valley. on the plans is in progress but it seems improbable that 

2. To their belief that Southern California could prob- @ctve work on construction will begin within a year or 
ably absorb the power output from this project as more. 
apidl th e Id be developed. : : 

Tapidly’ as the (power could) pe: cewslope Young engineers who may desire to secure work on this 

3. To the peolahiles shoriage of ee project will be obliged to apply to the Reclamation Bureau 
a és i) : eee 

of years occurred, as they probably would within the and (6 fake a Gull senvice exaimmdtion: 
next fifty years. Due to this shortage it would seem # . . . . 

i ne : i The bill provides that if during the period of amortization 
impossible to amortize the entire cost of fe pes revenues in excess of the amount necessary’ to meet the periodical 
within fifty years, including the cost of the all-Amer- payments to the United States necessary to refund within 50 years 
ican canal and the cost of flood protection. the amount expended on this work, Arizona and Nevada, between 

. . . and within which states the dam and reservoir are to be con- 
4. To the probability of amortizing by the income from structed, shall each receive 1834 per centum of such excess 

power of the remaining cost of the project if the cost hotere 4 and. that atten {be Payment to the United States o all 
alle at . ed WI interest a per centum, the revenues trom 

of the all American canal and Patt or all of the cost the project shall be kept in a separate fund to be expended within 
of flood protection could be eliminated. the Colorado River basin, as may be prescribed by Congress. 

aaa
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in it, after all a 

Trying out for the editorial board, Simpson, | Tackling, bucking the line, practicing 
‘33, isall energy. Here, there andevery- signals, he trusts to solid ground-work 

where to cover events, he is busy on the _ to get him on the scrub this year. 
write and rewrite—confident that om Good training, both of them. 
experience will fit him for the post. Se» Perhaps there is something in high 

And Jones, his roommate, shows ‘&) scholarship, too. Industrial leaders 

equal determination in football. & " & of today think so. 

Western “Electric 
Manufacturers... Purchasers... Distributors 

SINCE 1882 FOR if THE BELL SYSTEM 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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It is understood that the Secretary of the Interior has The writer has not been able to reach a conclusion as to 

expressed a desire to have the power plant developed by whether or not the Boulder Canyon Project as prescribed 

private parties but that no proposals for such development in the Bill passed by Congress is the best solution for the 

have been received, and that therefore the power plant will development of the lower Colorado River. There is un- 

probably have to be constructed by the government. doubtedly much which could be said on both sides of this 

estion. 
Conclusions as to the Project question ee 

There is a great need for some plan to chine he —_—_—_ 

various troubles in the Colorado Valley which have been 

outlined in part in this article. Congress has seen fit to oo, 

authorize a solution in the manner heretofore described. It chanced upon a winter's night, 

The Boulder Ci Project is based upon data too incom- safe sheltered from the weather, ne Douldler anyon LTOeCt Is a pon Cake The board was spread for only one, 
plete to afford a basis for exact judgment. The success of yet four men dined together. 

the Boulder Canyon Project in solving the various needs There sat the man I meant to be, in 

of the Colorado River Valley which it is intended to solve glory spurred and booted, ; 

remains to be demonstrated. That it will for the present And close beside him to the right, 

Ive the vital problem of a sufficient water supply for the the man I am reputed. 
solve the vital problem of a 2 . PP'Y The man I think myself to be, a seat 
lower valley, without curtailing the use of water for the was occupying 

present irrigation districts in the upper valley and for Hard by the man I really am, who to 

further development in the entire valley, is certain. The hold his own was trying. 

flood problem will be only partially solved; the maximum And though beneath one roof we met 
flood which occurs infrequentl ill still be z 66% None called his fellow brother, 

OO! which Occurs 1n tequentiy: WL sty. e a menace to No sign of recognition passed— 

the lower valley as will also the flocds from the lower They knew not one another. 

tributaries. Whether or not the money expended in its —From an Old Scrapbook 

construction by the Federal Government can and will ever | 

be returned, as the advocates of the project promise, time 

only will answer. See 

es rt a 
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On.y through a constant and equipped laboratory, manned by failures are detected with the aid 

diligent search for better methods a staff of competent research of a stethoscope. The variable 

and better materials can a better engineers. speed motor allows any speed up 

product be made. The picture is that of a four- to the equivalent of about 60 miles 

The meticulous care and rigid square automobile rear axle test per hour. At the conclusion of 

inspection which attend every step being conducted in the laboratory. the test, results are thoroughly ex- 
in the manufacture of New Depar- Torque of any magnitude may be amined by metallurgists, chemists 

ture steel and its fabrication into imposed on the axles through a and engineers, each group being 

ball bearings are not the only safe- specially constructed torsion me- required to formulate a compre- 

guards of high quality employed. ter. Torque and direction of drive hensive report of its findings. 

Bearings of all other kinds, to- are reversed periodically so that The New Departure Mfg. Com- 
gether with New Departures, are the bearings in each axle receive pany, Main Offices and Works, 

constantly being tested under all identical treatment. Temperatures Bristol, Connecticut; Detroit, Chi- 

sorts of conditions in a modernly are regularly recorded and bearing cago, San Francisco and London. 

san BALL BEARINGS
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ENGINEERING REVIEW 

r | (Continued from page 61) 

eee ee =} eo we cg [pops ay | FIRES IN COAL STORAGE PILES 

cmon: « eee / Some interesting comments on the causes of fires in 

Halal a  ——___ | coal storage piles were made by A. J. Hoskin, Purdue 

a  . | University, at the Indiana Fuel Conference last year. Some 
semana a —_ . of his main points follow: 

— i) Na eee L- g ) The universal accepted theory of spontaneous combustion 

== ae a ae '<) | of stored coal is that the coal is heated by its own oxida- 
i Ghac we Y | tion, that is, by the combination of some of its substance 

i a sf . | with the oxygen from the atmosphere. It has been proven 

i i = [_ = | that the quantity of heat generated is proportional to the 

aie ee | | quantity of oxygen involved, regardless of the rate of the 
L de ne | le tion, 

UNIQUE SPINDLE CONSTRUCTION Ordinarily the heat escapes to the atmosphere or the 

. 5359 ground fast enough to prevent any substantial rise in 

—an important feature of the “30 series temperature. Occasionally, however, conditions exist which 

Brown & Sharpe Plain Grinding Machines result in exceptionally rapid oxidation or a restricted re- 

Aen of the wheel spindle boxes in moval of heat and a fire nae . 
. . i . arly in the history of coal storage the blame was laid 

these machines is made while the machine on sulphur or pyrite. This has been shown to be an in- 

is running and is extremely simple— the suc- correct assumption; sulphur has little or no effect. 

cess: oF the adjustment in no way depending Any fresh bituminous coal exudes a natural gas which 

i is combustible. It is the same gas (marsh gas) that causes 

upon the skill of the operator. explosions in coal mines. Unmined coal is somewhat 

A turn of the locking screws releases the saturated with this gas, whereas old or weathered coal is 

plungers which are actuated by springs of the practically destitute of it. _The rate of gas emission is at 

: . a maximum when the coal is freshly broken from the seam. 

correct tension. These plungers automatically This gas oxidizes readily and explains the more rapid 
apply sufficient pressure to bring the adjust- spontaneous heating of fresh coal; a mass of coal seldom 

able shoesto their proper positions. Tightening fires if it survives the early period of storage. Numerous 
Kedockino- Screws positively Gabe thealan- authorities believe that any mass of self heated coal, having 

ine 8 P y , P °P. reached a dangerous temperature, if cooled successfully, 
gers, holding the shoes in their new positions. is thereafter immune from heating. 

The springs can apply only the correct ptes- Some operators believe that proper ventilation prevents 

sure upon the shoe, preventing a breakin the abnormal heating while others condemn ventilation as 
- . the most potent factor in such heating. Practices in stor- 

oil film by too closely adjusted boxes and age based on these opinions have netted unsatisfactory re- 

consequent injury to the spindle. sults. The full ventilation notion is practically rejected, 
This feature is only one of the many feasons not because of theoretical error, but because certain limita- 

tions in every method that has been tried tend to induce 

for the success of rears” rather than prevent dangerous heating. A medium con- 
these machines ‘Sirews apnows ciow dition that may be termed restricted ventilation prevails 

OF O1L FLOW : : *. ®: . * 
wherever they are /\ in usual practices. An occasional fire indicated that air 
: lied. An inte Seay ecaucore is available in sufficient quantities to permit a dangerous 
ansta ec. SONA ; rise in temperature, and the usual explanation is that the 
esting booklet de- : EPP] “A air stored originally with the coal is augmented by fresh 

scribing them will ay SK N air that diffuses through the interstices of the pile. 
be sent at your Ae, WW Many kinds of extraneous material find their way into 

. coal during its mining and shipment or in storage. With 
request. aN the exception of metal scraps these foreign materials have 

SX low ignition temperatures and should be considered as 
» potential kindling. Utmost caution is required to see that 

BROWN F SH ARPE storage coal does not contain bits of wood, paper, rags, 
atin waste, charcoal, hay, weeds, leaves, as well as coal rem- 

BROWN &SHARPE MIG.CO. (15) PROVIDENCE, R. I U. 8. A. nants from former shipments or storage. Each of these 

~ types of kindling has been held responsible for coal pile 

fires Power 

mcmama
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Spray-painting automobile springs on Rex Trolley Conveyorin 

Assembly 7 —= = 
el y itt om oe outing 

oe > | a rll j + ly cae 
IHE enormous output of automobiles per y e} ‘ os oe eS ent 
working day in America’s Automobile Fac- aati a on ar 

tories is an outstanding accomplishment of et a eee fe i 
American Engineering Skill and Enterprise. ar el go en i vit 

The Automobile Industry has set the pace by Voces Dod BE ry (se > 
adopting manufacturing methods and equip- ey 2225, So - 
ment to meet new demands for greater output Tassel a : Pf bee 
and lower manufacturing costs. | oom ee A 

Considering these facts, it is significant that : 
Rex Mold Conveyor in foundry of Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind- 

2 So SKY | /| " . America’s Largest and Foremost Automobile 
a <a? aK A Sell he Manufacturers are using Rex Progressive As- 
ey fl Laetitia 
ZN oka (cei, ee tm, mt 2 # sembly and Mechanical Handling Equipment, 
Mee Nat sco ac manufactured by the Chain Belt Company. 

heel itaz’e opevriee : ee ee Rex Mechanical Handling Equipment has 
rer tes a a a FE Sree oa a j i found its place in the foundry, in the shops 

: a | Pe] E! | per re i O and on into the assembly plant. It is contrib- 

_ 2 r eG a uting to lower manufacturing costs in auto- 
4 —— 2 ie | mobile production by: saving floor space, in- 

af ae —_ OE a creasing output, controlling mass production, 

‘ae ws gg ~ reducing direct and indirect labor charges and 
ate Fe es = . . + 

- : labor turnover, and improving the quality of 

Rex Conveyor transporting bodies in a Chevrolet Motor Co. plant. the product. 

z= LATTE EP i : Rex Conveyors are serving the industry that 
emeal? di oak / , interests you. Information on any phase of 

-- mi rr i a | this equipment will gladly be sent to anyone 
ry pad | i | interested. 

lous _ bal + aa | ; CHAIN BELT COMPANY 
Cater ane — me || by a | 759 Park Street “~~~ Milwaukee, Wis. 
nae | * IN ec 88 os ‘aia 

ai eee | Be ge an 
' ' laa. | Fy remem cee 14 L iz Reg.U.S. 

ee = > | 4 Pat. Off, 

 “ebaae,té‘<C ésé‘CSN : Power Transmission + Conveying 
\ ats — = Construction Equipment 

Successive steps to final assembly on Rex Conveyor. 

MIXERS 7 TRAVELING WATER SCREENS r CHAIN 

PAVERS 7 CONVEYING SYSTEMS SPROCKETS 

. CHAIN BELT COMPANY 
THE STEARNS CONVEYOR COMPANY, Division of Chain Belt Company, E. 200th St. and St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 

ede ination Lhe Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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is pg a} Ni, a i | HEAVY LEAKAGE UNDER HIGH ROCKFILL DAM 

i Sal oy Sh —— ail <I | IN CALIFORNIA 
XK ; Ii a Ng Ay . Mad Oe When the Bowman dam, a rockfill structure 170 feet 

[2 = ie " bas | high built by the Nevada irrigation district on the Yuba 
ae 1s Ee cae ee TENT | River in California, was first subjected to the pressure of 

| i | | | | | | | | | | | | 4] a full reservoir, considerable leakage developed at the 

| Ya tol I ys hs NGER | Py rly | | Wd | |] | downstream toe around the conduit through which water 
Iie - ~ = as | is drawn from the reservoir. Since the only control valves 

Ve Wr rT f We * VA | in this conduit are at the lower end, the conduit could not 

Ae a | nal 2 b id 4 be unwatered for inspection. Under a head of 160 feet 

| : " a ’ oe a rm ‘ @ - of water the leakage at one time exceeded 100 sec.-ft., but 

ie : aH ~ h y/ Gi y it was found possible to reduce the flow to a comparatively 
i Wi | sy i ap small amount by forcing chips and small wood blocks into 

le /— ley : | Hs OA \. : the upper end of the conduit, allowing them to be drawn 

(a A a, : Whe (Ge R - bli by the current into the cracks in the conduit through which 
——— \ \ alt ee We Rone al the leakage is believed to have occurred N R ; 

Y; AN so fe ExchisStely | Ea —Engineering News-Record. 

tacks = a Sa Loy | [a — 
Ae ee. ‘ 
. : Roebling STANDARDS FOR CAST-IRON AND MALLEABLE 

’ z PIPE FITTINGS APPROVED 

Wi as 12 Ye) Pp e For the past seven years sub-committees of the American 
Engineering Standards Committee have been studying the 

FT CRO ACL Rt RT ad een problem of unifying the specification for flanged and 

~ use Roebling os screwed fittings used in this country. Standards for all 

eae ua * ah sizes of cast-iron pipe flanges and flanged fittings for maxi- 
Ula le Mee Ue GEL FZ zn mum working saturated steam pressure of 125 pounds per 

: Zh ” ae equare inch now have been approved by the standards 
a 7 : a ___| committee, and by the three sponsor organizations, namely 

the Heating and Piping Contractors National Association, 

Manufacturers’ Standardization Society of Valve and Fit- 

' tings Industry, and the American Society of Mechanical 

VA Engineers. Also there have been approved standards for 

Fy cast-iron screwed fittings, for maximum working saturated 

S re steam pressure of 125 and 250 pounds per square inch, 

: i and standards for malleable iron screwed fittings for maxi- 

mum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch. 
Dimensions and theorectical weights of these fittings are 

: presented in full in bulletins A. E. S.C.—B16a—1928, of 

; : the standards committee, whose address is 29 West 39th 

SINCE 1878 Street, New York City.—Heating and Ventilating. 

oe PL REFRACTORY CEMENT USES CHROMITE 

STAN DARD BY WHICH A new high temperature cement has been recently 

QUALITY es) JUDGED : placed = the market by the General Refractories Com- 

ae : pany. The basic component of this cement is chromite. 

es Ls VAs orms Co It contains no sodium silicate or other quick-setting ele- 
RUBBER INSULATED WIRE anv CABLE ments. The natural atmospheric quick-set has been inten- 

tionally retarded sufficiently to permit easy trowling with- 

lia bd iadbaty dn ag lhe ad ia out frequent addition of water. It sets hard and uniformly, 

IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE and is said to maintain a constant bond through all tem- 
AND TAPES i peratures. The fusion point is over 3,500 degrees Fahr. 

: Manufactured LY and the tensile strength is over 300 pounds. 

Oa rye ae ee Lo “I didn’t begin with askings, 

The Okonite-Callender Cable Co, Inc. I tok the: jab and 1, stuck 
a eee a aol eeae And I took the chance they wouldn’t, 

: And now they're calling it luck.” 

—Kipling. 

aaa
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plant practice involving a CU ee - gl fo | 

high pressures and high  |-<=! ig 1 A | y U id Alc a i ‘F Q 
mo maaan) 6 | wo i ato 

temperatures, presents new prob- ae e i Al a Gd Th i Wi a | ee Se 
To 1 a a! ol awe Le 

lems in steam turbine design. 4 i ol I Eo : | | e 
Allis-Chalmers engineers have a4 | bay Ainhn we A@@riy a ‘<, 1 ool 

ioneered i in hi || Far nisnspréessarées; ana pioneered in research in high pres- lo id’, eo a . ee PE ' | 
sures and high temperatures in Te O ae 1OF iy v) 1arat \ tl AS 
their effect on materials. Notable iid lige ae Oe a) Eb. | 
installations involving steam pres | gy ora 1 pte — | 

sures up to 600 lbs. and tem- TS a | errr Se 

peratures up to 725° F,, including |] Lp elt i “awe 
units of large capacities such as RG i ictacuculata sais "6 canine’ bk pin i iy 
the 50,000 k. w. unit shown above, | FRJ%ala elie dl is vas 7 cit» 
are evidence of Allis-Chalmers ee se ara fi S  aemaseean | oR ee mr, 

engineering progress. Larger units || | = a ii sell gia a OEM 

Allis-Chalmers is prepared to [Ee ee 

build turbines for high pressures densi . . 
and temperatures, limited only by the suitability of oe condensing or non-condensing bleeder, and 

present available materials. This organization builds condensing mixed pressure types. 
turbo-generator units for industrial and auxiliary ser- Allis‘Chalmers engineering experience is at your ser- 
vice as well as high efficiency units for central station vice in steam turbine and condenser problems of 
operation, which include straight condensing, non- power plant design. 

ALLIS- CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
MILWAURXCEE , WISCONSIN. uu. Ss.a. 
nn! 

SS TN 8 DE TT SS TE ES ET BO PRESSES ST) SESE 6 8B SSP STE TS ES) 2 VT TRESS ETT 

Beas ye J 
MASE yy f \\eeh/AMERICAN) Sess £ 
ERE 9 
AE RE etc THAT GIVE MAXIMUM RUST-RESISTANCE! \WQE=7A 7 

MWQWHUWUWtHV0VCOTTOONNNIMIIlMITMTTMTnntml °S\EREA 55 meme ee 

Highest quality steel sheets forthe engi- Black and Galvanized Sheets, Keystone 
neering, railway, industrialand general _—_ Rust-resisting Copper Steel Sheets, Tin 
construction fields. This Company is and Terne Plates adapted to all known 
the largest and oldest manufacturer of uses. Sold by leading metal merchants. 

‘The products of this Com- seer: SALRS- OF RICES? 

Made right—sold right. New York, Phiadelphi ‘CONTRIBUTOR TO———> 
Pittsburgh, and St. Louis. 

sueetsteet STEEL SHEETS for Every Purpose 9 ficsPusiite 
NJIUHVUgb0O one octered Fy UNH MMAANN 

Ay os e e a / (“American Sheet and Tin Plate Company AR By 
Lert i iy General Offices: Frick Building, PrrrspurGu, Pa. pe =o | 
pees SS Eu Es a SUBSIDIARY OF - =| Hy peel = [= a Se UNIT TE Pa at eal ZA Se ope nee wee gle 2. ED STATES STEEL. CORPORATION “832 = psy ere 

PRINCIPAL SUBSIDIARY MANUFACTURING COMPANIES? 
AMERICAN BripGE COMPANY CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY ILLINoIs STEEL COMPANY ‘Tue Loratn STEEL COMPANY 
AMERICAN SHEET AND T1n PLATE CoMPANY Cyciong Fence Company MINNESOTA STEEL COMPANY ‘TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & R. R. COMPANY 
AMERICAN STEEL AND Wirz CoMPANY FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING AND Dry Dock Company, NATIONAL Tune CoMPANY UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY 
Pacific Coast Distributors—United States Steel Products Company, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Honolulu. Exfort Distributors—United States Steel Products Company, New York City ee eee ee
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[a ALUMNI NOTES 

‘ aay ee ce GC (Continued from page 57) 

ca sf gf ritorial legislature. The report, which is in several vol- 
L\! Ht) = umes, is an unusually fine piece of work both from the 

a s . standpoint of engineering and of technical report writing. 

Es ee - : Kutzke, William A., ¢’29, who began a training course 

| Py 22 for foreign service with the Standard Oil Company, is now 

I 7 3 ff. doing contracting at his home town, Portage, Wisconsin. 

° : gay eee Lidicker, William Z., ¢’27, is with the Management and 
, . | | Engineering Corporation in the Bank and Insurance Build- 

: i. “| | ing at Dubuque, Iowa. 
fo 2 | Neeuwsen, Quentin J., c’27, and Ellison, Fred J., m’23, 

i : = a a e have incorporated with a Mr. J. Samuel Hartt to form the 

sf ae Southwestern Wisconsin Gas Company, the purpose of 
. : : oe a which is to furnish illuminating and heating gas to com- 

iy : munities that are too small to support a regular plant. 

be. . They plan to serve small communities with a new petroleum 

. ko a Ce gas which has recently appeared on the market. 

This illustrates the use of X-ray photography in testing for uniformity In Otis, Edward N., ¢’24, gave a joint concert with his 

Hercules dlayetectr lasting ce, he Xray reveals from top fobotiem | brother recently in Madison. While he was in college Kd 
(in which only the powder train shows), and the blasting cap. sang in the glee club as a soloist. 

Schuyler, P. K., ¢’21, CE‘29, president of the Federal 

WHY Bridge Co. of New York City, has written “A Review of 

the Toll Bridge Field,” which appears in the October num- 

HERCULES DETONATORS ber of “Roads and Streets”. 

MECHANICALS 

ARE RELIABLE Bemis, Reginald, m’29, is working for the Braden Copper 

Company as junior mining engineer. He seems favorably 

Foe attention was given to the impressed with South America, as he writes: “The Spanish 

girls are so keen you don’t have to know Spanish to get 

basic design of Hercules Detonators. on with them.” His address is: Care of Braden Copper 

. . * Company, Rancagua, Chile, S. A. 
They are manufactured with painstaking Buese, Frank A., m’22, one-time manager of the “Wis- 

care from materials selected andtested with | consin Engineer” and now in the development department 
os . of the Holeproof Hosiery Company of Milwaukee, was 

equal vigilance. After all that is humanly among the visitors to the college on Dad’s Day. 

possible has been done to control the manu- Hauser, W. H., m’04, is in the mechanical engineering 
f . h d ° bj t d department, Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company. 

acturing processes, t e pro uctis su jecte Address: 2590 Bellaire Street, Denver, Colorado. 

to a series of elaborate and costly tests. Jahn, Carl W., m’27, is working for the Bucyrus-Erie 

. Company in South Milwaukee. He is living at home at 

In making these tests, many branches of | 3423 Villard Ave, Milwaukee. 

science are utilized. The X-ray looks through Maurer, C. N., m’16, has resigned from his present post 
as state traffic engineer with the Wisconsin Highway 

the copper shells to search out any flaw | Commission where he has been employed for the past ten 
. . . ° H . years. He has received several offers from private con- 

which Previous to this scientific operation, cerns, but has not yet decided what he will do. 

could only be found by destroying the de- Sogard, Ralph H., m’25, spends his days, and possibly 
. : some of his nights, at the Tecumseh power station at 

tonators. Microphotography Is called upon Topeka, Kansas. Address: 134 N. Broadmoor, Topeka. 

to tell a significant story to the explosives Wallman, Otto F., m’22, has transferred from the engi- 
e . neering department of the Wisconsin Telephone Company 

chemist. All standard tests of recognized to the department of operation and engineering of the 

value as well as special tests devised in American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Address: 

. . 146 North Grove Street, East Orange, New Jersey. 

the Hercules laboratories are used to in- Williams, Millard J., m’27, is in Cincinnati doing adver- 
. ste. tising and sales promotion work for the Cincinnati Milling 

Sure the reliability of Hercules detonators. Machine Company. Address: 520 Howell Ave., Cincinnati, 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED) CHEMICALS 

Wilmington Delaware Colburn, Allan P., ch’26, ChE’27, gives his new address 
arn tnnnnn enn ann nnn nnnnnnnanennnnennnencsnsasasecsananncnes| as 1805 Jackson St., Wilmington, Del. 
HERCULES POWDER COMPANY, 941 King Street, Wilmington, Del Baehr, William B., ch’24, is vice-president and secretary 

Gentlemen: Please send me your book ‘‘Hercules Detonators.' of the North Continent Utilities Corporation of Chicago. 

INGE ssccssesssssssnsnssssesesnsssssevbantinainsnbcisienecbecntinintaedammnstensscssesartinooeremmmmeeeeeeneee| He is also secretary and director ‘of research for the 

AAA CSS cececsecssssessnsssivesseveseieessittitisesinstsisssusesissttsiusuze| North Shore Coke and Chemical Company of Waukegan, 
a Illinois. Address: 360 Palos Road, Glencoe, IIl. 

rican nn ne
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fie poke ea re sa : cy i Scare aera ee Sec ie ay = \\ OE ee Re en ape cae \ TW LF ee Noe ie om ls: CLAN me Y ee eS oe a oe. : DOR ey SS ( VAL RB ‘i Pa ae | Bad ha a aias , 
roel ta J io OM | 

ie. aes <item mameen sonra > hp eG 

“St SS. +... CU LULU 2 ie 

Koehring-A\ixed foundation Ee 
II PIN a ae or Federal Building oe ocond 

hee, pee | 
ON a 

‘Probably one of the most interesting and attractive of the federal eee oe , 
buildings erected during the last year is the United States Post Office a hess l 
and Court House at Madison, Wisconsin. In addition it is one of the afenerete~ 14s Ma . 
first in the building program resumed since the World War. coi ibs and Use» 

e tr i 

Situated in the shadow of the state capitol and only a few hundred feet mndbook on pad 
from Lake Monona, one of the four lakes which surround Madison, and ta ee Preparing 
the three-story building of Bedford stone has an ideal setting. cement ane POrtlang 

. . : . - b crete, yr 
Employing the latest methods in the interior transfer of mails the Post qu? sent on We 
Office department arranged the rooms, conveying machinery and Studengg eineering 

platforms to bring about greater ease and speed in the handling of all Members wage! ty 
classes of mail. Tee Jnteresteg, eS 
In the main lobby, marble slabs cover the walls from the floor to a Pee ee 
height of eight feet. Quarter-sawed oak is the interior finish through- boc ee 
out the building. Pero ae | 

Despite other unique features found in the Madison Post Office, its ee Sab ae Bo 
foundation of dominant strength concrete is similar to that of other a 5 lie bo 
well-known building projects throughout the world — concrete mixed (3 Cy a 
by a Koehring. Ks OL 

The ingredients of concrete are the same in all cases but the Koehring 5 NE) 

re-mixing action—a fundamental principle of Koehring concrete Se ‘S 

mixers and pavers —~ coats every particle of sand and gravel with ela) ( @ 
cement to produce dominant strength concrete. i oe » 

KOEHRING COMPANY | 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN i | 

Manufacturers of esta h : and 
Pavers, Mixers—Gasoline Shovels, Pull Shovels, Cranes and Draglines } ney A 

Division of National Equipment Corporation a 
He 

bo [ue fh
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yj Jim Art andPencils 

! | LN JENUS 
! | g —VPENCILS 
| | e*, 
| | SZ. Perfection in a pencil means 

| ! ae 4 adaptability to the purpose 
MADISON'S | a | for whichit is made. VENUS, 

i /  \_ pre-eminently an engineer’s 
; MASTER CLEANERS i tZ-@ pencil, fulfills the most 

i i & ». exacting requirements of the 
| i Yi : \ most exacting of professions. 
i j ' j 4} 
i f, 4 h VENUS leads, the smoothest 

i i a” i, and strongest obtainable, are 
| l «<- og unvaryingly true to their 

! ! es shade of black which is the 

| world’s standard. 
i 558 State Sr. Puone B. 1180 17 shades of black—3 indelible 

I i AMERICAN PENCIL CO., 528 Venus Bldg., Hoboken,N.J. 
Shien EN oe ee ee ee or 

$B hi ins pe at ne i 
it 

| | 
| 

| | | EROCK ENGRAVING CO. | 
| i 
! I 

| Engravers for | 
! | 
| I 
i ; ‘ ‘ ; 

The Wisconsin Engineer 
| | 
| | 
| i 

Kes2QeariKes*ea {Kes} | 

| | 
| | 
! | 
| 44: i 
i Fourth Floor, State Journal Building i 
| 5 i ‘ I 

Madison, Wisconsin i 
| | 
| | 
| i 
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THE MODERN ELECTRIC LIGHT | See 

(Continued from page 51) i aE Ty ae : ZTRN ANS 
b . airs ch hi : . i | i, EDN NIN EPS e operated at a much higher temperature than previously. | LN pes SIT Ha aS 

Since he was operating his filaments in a high vacuum to | Lek REE 
facilitate the escape of the gases, Edison decided to once | HM EEN 

. : 1 ETRE BEM more try a carbon filament, which he thought might last | ee) oe 

in the vacuum, and get away from the excessive cost of j Vy SH 
the platinum filaments. He finally succeeded in carbonizing A ee eee 

: 3 Z * : NERO EA FTES ey 
a piece of ordinary sewing thread. This he mounted in a YS Mee Ny aR 
glass globe, using platinum wires, which have the same NS iH er” coefficient of expansion as glass, to make the connections Na SF 

to the outside. The filament was gently heated while the 

lamp was still on the exhaust pump, eight hours being re- 

quired before the gases stopped coming off the carbonized [ Ised by Leaders 

thread. When the current was applied to the lamp on . 

October 21, 1879, it burned for 45 hours before giving out. in Every Industry 

A patent was immediately applied for, and was granted a 

f ths later. 
es | AILEY METERS, already so firmly 
This lamp of Edison’s was the beginning of the modern established. in the Central Station 

electric light; all the lights in use today use its basic Field that they are standard equipment 

features. Edison soon found that carbonized paper fila- . % h d 
; in more than 90% of the up-to-date 

ments lasted for several hundred hours, which he con- bat d d 
: a ‘ plants, are now being used more an 

sidered long enough to make the lights commercially prac : li i 
: . ae : more by the leaders in every line of in- 

ticable. Consequently, it was decided that a public demon- Austeys=where they: are: reducing: the 

stration of the lights should be held. Several houses in the USUEY , y . gm 
cini : ‘ losses, improving combustion condi- vicinity of Menlo Park were wired, and lights were erected : eae liabl 

«a ; tions and providing accurate, reliable on the country roads nearby. So much publicity was given : 
a and trustworthy data for accounting the event by newspapers, and the public interest was so 

great that the railroads ran special trains to Menlo Park systems, 

for the demonstration. BAILEY PRODUCTS 

Carbonized bamboo soon replaced the paper filaments, as Automatic Control Liquid Level Gages 
it made a stronger and better filament. The efficiency of Boiler Meters Manometers 

the early lamps was rather low, the bulbs being designed Coal Meters Multi-Pointer nae 
to produce about 16 candlepower while consuming nearly Peat Gags pe Ree se 
100 watts. The glass blackened rapidly with age, so that Gas Flow Meters Temperature Recorders 

the efficiency dropped off as the lights were used. The Gravity Recorders V-Notch Weir Meters 
equivalent wattage size of modern lamps gives about seven . . 
times as much light when new, and eleven times as much Write for Bulletin No. 81B 

when old, as did Edison’s first commercial lamp. . 

Subsequent development of the incandescent light was Bailey Meter Co. 

devoted largely to a search for more suitable filament ma- Cleveland, Ohio 

terials, and for gases which could be used in the bulbs to _ _ —_ 
give better operation. Osmium, a very rare and expensive le ey eet Be a 
metal, was used for a time in filaments and was fairly Me ee gl aN a il 4 
satisfactory, except for its fragileness and expense. Metal- iu 4 : bes A a i p 
lized carbon filaments, produced by heating carbon fila- | > Wg ' a i | la. 
ments to a very high temperature, were tried and found " Ee a. | ae io 

to give an efficiency 25 percent higher than the ordinary Pi | = mt a | 
carbon lamp. Tantalum was also used for a time, and gave « Bare sic eo : rene oa : 

satisfactory results except that the filament crystallized and A Ee ' le ba 
broke rapidly when it was used on alternating current. S k E ais ae es 

In 1904, two Germans, Just and Hanaman, succeeded in ig ey Farr 

making a filament of tungsten, an extremely hard and ak Ps q 
brittle metal. The tungsten lamps gave an efficiency about PE — —_— ‘ 4 

double that usually obtained from the carbon type so bo 
widely used at that time. Their filament, though, was Bailey Meters at Western Electric Co., Kearney, N. J. 

formed by pressure methods, and consequently was not 
very strong. At that time, it was thought impossible to
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draw tungsten into wire on account of its brittleness, but 
a few years later Dr. William D. Coolidge invented a 
process for making the metal ductile. Drawn tungsten 

filaments were much stronger and more efficient than the 

St older types of filaments, and as a result, almost immediately 

3 ——) sic je superseded all other varieties. 

a ae © It was found that if the tungsten bulbs contained an 
i) eS inert gas, such as nitrogen, the filament was kept cooled 

somewhat and could be made to produce more light than 

otherwise. The gas-filled lamps are not used extensively in 

oe ZY] the smaller sizes, since they are less efficient than the 

E = vacuum bulbs in those sizes. 

B. & L. Laboratory Wavelength Spectrometer wo 

Super-Eyes of Industry SOME SUMMER EXPERIENCES 
(Continued from page 43) 

1 Today, Bausch & Lomb suppl ae 

indunaral propens ahe engineer special optial instruments toa | 2 Teal responsibility. That confidence cannot be fully 
today finds ever greater need for wide variety of industries. In developed in school. Here is a story in point. 
the assistance of optical science. many instances, these Bausch & “I was employed as a surveyor for a power company. 

Countless processes call for the in- | Lomb products have effected pro- The company had a huge dam far up in the wilderness 
creased accuracy in control of raw nounced economies and radically . aad 

saeiile ant Buiied pealocls  diptiyeseoiuey, which needed repair on account of leaky gates and scaling 
that can come only from precision Let us consult with you con- and cracked concrete. Plans for repair included lining the 
optical instruments of special cerning your specific optical re- piers and gateways with sheet metal, which was to be cut 

design. quirements. and prepared in a factory many miles away. Accurate 
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO. dimensions had to be taken before the steel could be ordered. 

Sits One day the chief gave me a car, a tape line, a laborer, 

635 St. Paul St AB) Rochester, N.Y and a most complex blue-print, and, in one breath, said: 

39 St Baul Se avs eenesten ‘Here, get these dimensions of the dam as tabulated on this 
blue-print. Everything clear?’ Being too foolish, dumb, and 

—— = OO — proud to ask questions, I nodded my head. ‘Do a good 

3 com job or we'll all be fired,’ were his parting words. 

F3! ~~ an) Soom “During the 30-mile ride to the dam, I pondered upon 

y- Kee K ve YT tif ea \ what it was all about, for two years in college had not 

a gre | a \ taught me an atom about dams. In fact, I had never yet 

NY 1 ff fe i ) seen a large dam. I kept saying to myself, “What a fool 
Oy pea \ A) There is a i I am! I'll surely mess this job. At the dam I sat on a 

ye) x Ne a2 Fy, i pier about half an hour, trying to think what it was all 
ey fe: EOS: OF about. Finally it occurred to me that the fancy curve on 

‘ i Si taylor A the blue-print resembled the spillway, and all of a sudden 
Cee Temperature i the entire situation was clear and simple. The ogee, the 

bi — 4 b piers, the crest, the tainter gates all seemed to say, “Pleased 

je Ce (| Instrument bE to meet you.’ I got the dimensions rapidly and accurately 
ae i é as Sh A S i for every | (incidentally the steel is now in and fits excellently) and 

ie —— yy purpose § spent the remainder of my three-day sojourn walking 

\ — : 5 around with my head up. I had started as a self-conscious 

e Sc aye ye . E greenhorn, but now I felt like the village smithy who 

&\, ed | bor Instrument Companies i could look any man in the. eye.” ; 

EN es ee eres | HOME SPUN 
we \ ae, “£5 LE 2) 
si es Oe i ery) | The bigger the man the less he tries to impress people 

a mo he! (- SO) eae with his bigness. 

Eo THE SIXTH SENSE OF INDUSTRY Some men would rather fail by rule than succeed by 
kd Temperature = breaking bad from tradition. . 

a Instruments |. Be quick to pardon other people’s mistakes, but don’t 

os INDICATING - RECORDING - CONTROLLING es be too lenient with your own faults. 

be @ { \ \ — No man is held down—some men fail to go up. 

mamma
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Siete OncHighStandard fF ee Ti nerilg anaard #7 
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F Quality! : ° uality! 2 

The products of the Reading lton Company are varied, but in a 

all of them you will find the same high, uncompromising stand- . 

ard of quality that has made the name of this company famous pos 

since 1848. 1 

Reading 5-Point Pipe is made of Genuine Puddled Wrought Pp : 

lron—the only wrought iron that has been fully tested by time. a 

Reading Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes have been known for their Pes 

great endurance since steam first challenged sail. . 

Reading Cut Nails, wedged-shaped for a permanent grip, are , eo 

today the standard where great durability and holding power i 

are required. Reading Bar Iron is the accepted material for use SS 

where resistance to corrosion must be combined with immunity u 

to strain and vibration. And Reading Iron Company machinery 5 

is noted for its honest workmanship and superior endurance. @ 

We are sure of our products and sure of our service—you'll e a 

find it both pleasurable and profitable to deal with us. The a 

name “Reading” is always your guarantee of the finest. - 

READING IRON COMPANY, Reading, Pennsylvania re a 

Atlanta - Baltimore - Cleveland - New York - Philadelphia - Boston Exe 

Cincinnati - St.Louis - Chicago - New Orleans - Buffalo So > 

Houston - Tulsa - Seattle - SanFrancisco - Detroit Kote “aN 

Pittsburgh - Ft.Worth - Los Angeles - Kansas City 4 Sg op 

POINT was] 
— = YN VS] 

rr ee pet) ee 
Fa a ch le carer ne eee aS AT ee 

[eet Z 4 is " e " a CLO a Se ‘ 

: %_ IRON _ i : 

GENUINE PUDDLED WROUGHT IRON 3 

EADING PIP 4 
DIAMETERS RANGING FROM Ve TO 20 INCHES C - 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write = .
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FB A A THE THERAPEUTICS OF RAILWAY 
| “BANK AT THE BRANCH” | EQUIPMENT 
i (Continued from page 47) 

: ’ { (f) Axles out of true more than 1/64” should be 
eee h OW Ss th e straightened. 

i a llo wance ? | 15. OrpeMa or Dropsy — Axle Caps and Gear Cases 

| | The axle caps and lower halves of the gear cases some- 

| PL BERES one sure | times get an attack of dropsy and must be picked up from 

| way to know where | | the streets and brought into the shop for treatment. Well 
I and how the allowance is | | known remedies for this are: 

| going! ! (a) The use of high grade heat treated bolts. 

| Aw aseewse ae “che ! (1) They are less liable to break in service. 
! Branch” shows you just | (2) The heat treatment (quenched and drawn) 
| where. your money: is ! makes these bolts tough and strong. 

! apent 2 2 and Keeps wo ! (3) The amount these bolts wil! stretch without 

| secunate recor d for you | taking a permanent set (rubber band action) 

| ‘ vod is double that of the standard hardware bolt. 
| It’s a service backed by | (b) Bolts should be fitted with lock washers and kept 
! 23. years of experience. ! drawn up tight. 

Dropsy 

i STATE STREET BRANCH | | 16. Constipation — Lubrication 

i | A universal car equipment trouble is Constipated Lubri- 

i STATE BANK OF WISCONSIN i cation for which many doctors would sme i change in 

| State at Gilman | | diet from the heavy car oil to “Nujol”. Our recommenda- 

| | tions to relieve this trouble are to: 

“BANK AT THE BRANCH”’ (a) Use a good grade of long strand wool waste which 
tnt has been saturated in oil for at least 24 hours. 

(b) Pack bearings using a wick of long fibre wool waste 
OO extending from the bottom of the oil well to the 

fee a tt Bt bearing window. 
| ! (c) Back up this wick by tamping waste in the waste 

| chamber to keep the wick forced up against the 

! | journal at the window. 

coe at mealtimes (d) Use : high grade mineral oil furnished by reliable 

| . t suppliers. 

! or between times | (ec) Oil and waste type of bearings require oiling about 
every week or ten days. 

A rhe Chocolate (f) a oil levels to determine the amount of oil 

Shop you'll find (g) Pour the oil in the oil well and not on top of the 

i people enjoying mealtimes | (h) fee at suitable intervals 
! or between times. Good | (i) The “oil sealed” type of housings and axle caps are 
| food, delicious drink, de- being used with much success by a number of oper- 

lightful selections - - all | ators. 

| these: at “Wisconsin's | 18. Locomotor ATAXIA — Controllers 

| choise’ gatheuaw plies, | Locomotor ataxia is characterized by faulty control of 
| - | | the muscles of the body and thus is quite a common ail- 
i | ment of the car equipment. The restoratives are: 

| ! (a) On air operated switches keep valve seats ground. 

| | (b) Piston leathers must be kept clean and renewed 

| ! when worn. 

| The Chocolate Shop ! (c) Lubricate with a good grade of approved oil. 
| | (d) Contact tips and arcing horns must be kept in good 

| 528 State Street : condition. 
| ! (e) On the drum type controllers, pressure fingers should 

ee i nt eh | be checked and properly adjusted. 

mma
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TIMKEN YS BEARING A 

EQUIPPED 

With a mighty surge Industry rolls on... —with their exclusive Timken tapered con- : 

and modern production rolls on Timken— _ struction, Timken POSITIVELY ALIGNED 

the one bearing that does all things well. ROLLS and Timken steel—can be entrusted 

with the peak of the production load of 
Timken ability and versatility are destined the world. 

to play a more and more important part in 

the future life of the nation, and student Industry, Agriculture, Transportation, 

engineers will find it well worth while to Mining feel the mighty momentum of mod- 
make a close study of the present applica- ern methods... replacing the obsolete with 

“om: : . ” . 
tions and possibilities of Timken Bearing Timken Bearing Equipped -.. stepping 
Equipped—wherever wheels and shafts up the speed a Se defeating deadly friction 

tart ... beating down high costs...slashing 

. maintenance... placing lubrication at an 

Whether the loads be all radial, all thrust, irreducible minimum...setting deprecia- 

or both in combination, Timken Bearings tion at defiance. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 

DA LT EPI Japered TED aN 
an LL Arl IN| 165 11e, AY Nid bd SV dd D925 VI Roller yy Ley
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——— > oc (f) Tips and segments to be cleaned and smoothed up, 
bes VALVES ARE ALWAYS MARKED WITH THE “DIAMOND CGS then lubricated with a thin film of oil. 

Gree (g) Test overhauled controllers for 2000 volts to ground. 
a e yb @ {4 . (h) Keep the inside of all types of controllers clean by 

ss LI Se ep] oa blowing out with compressed air. , 
| by - a 19. TypHow Fever — Resistors 

ne if Y re . : * . fo my) | as i oo Resistors are designed to withstand a high temperature, 
‘aj Be \ Pe however, they sometimes develop a badl.’case of typhoid 
x 4 [y w 7 = fever which tends to weaken them and cause internal 

: ti i i; y ANS ~~ | troubles. This should be guarded against in the following 
| be /2 \ a SS) wae manner: 

c a= | — (SN 4 (a) Grids accurately ground at the contacts on the 
Cy i 5 . a \ : NG bosses should be used as they will eliminate the use / pod rh } a Wa of copper washers at these points. 

! 7 _ fate : a We (b) Use grids that have the correct ohmic resistance 

i i Hie 8 (c) Give assembled grids a 2000 volt test to the frame. 
boap ey S a | Secbonal view: Fle: 406, Jenkins Sten 20. TETANUS oR Lock Jaw — Circuit Breakers 

— ard Bronze Globe Valve, screwed. Healthy circuit breakers do considerable blowing and 
coughing but occasionally one is stricken with lock jaw, 

W here body usually with fatal results. To prevent such attacks give 
; some attention to the following: 

Stamina counts (a) Keep contacts cleaned, filed smooth and properly 
adjusted. / 

In the long grind, it’s the athlete with the stamina (b) Tripping mechanism to be lubricated so it will work 
who lasts. freely. 
So, too, witha Jenkins Valve. It’s the body stamina (c) Blowout coils put in good repair and properly insul- 
that counts, that keeps the valve in the line, un- ated. 

affected by the strains of pipe weight and settling, (d) Check and adjust the setting of breakers about every lifting, expansion, contraction or frequent operation. ix months 
si ; Jenkins bronze valves are cast of virgin metal; 5 . 

Jenkins iron body valves of a high quality, close- 21. RHEuMATIsM — Leads and Car Wiring 
grained mixture. Metals are analyses-controlled by Rheumatism which is evidenced by bad joints often at- 
Jenkins metallurgists. Skillful design is provided tacks the motor leads and car wiring. Best known relief to make possible an even distribution of metal a 

for this is: throughout the valve body. . / / 
Jenkins Valves are made in bronze and iron, in (a) Car wiring should preferably be run in conduits. 
standard, medium and extra heavy pattern—a valve (b) Ends of cable leads must be carefully cleaned and 
for practically every valve need. soldered in the connectors. 

(c) Connections at the motor leads should be made by 
saves knuckle joint or the clasp type of connectors. Jerline Send for a booklet descriptive of n Jo © P WES Oh © *s pete : (d) These connectors must be carefully insulated and core cal Jenkins Valves for any type of 

ee ah 4 wth ‘ properly supported. ele \ building in which you may be . : Coe ah Sraneived. 22. Scurvy — Cleaning Detail Parts 
eo) It is apparent that scurvy attacks a good many of the 

= detail parts of the equipment and to clean up this epidemic 
JENKINS BROS. requires treating and disinfecting as follows: 

80 White Street. 2 2. 2 New Yorke N. Y. (a) Dip detail parts in a hot solution of lye or caustic 
524 Atlantic Avenue... . 1... oston, Mass. : 133 No. Seventh Sect | 1. Philadelphia, Pa. to clean off the grease and dirt. 
646 Washington Boulevard. . . . . . Chicago, Ill. (b) Many parts such as brushholders, grids and control 

JENKINS BROS., Limited ; . , Montreal, Canada on don, Eoptead details are cleaned by means of a sand blast. 
(c) Burning off the grease from housings, gear cases, etc., 

° in a fire is not so satisfactory as it tends to distort 

CNnKINS ae 
23. SMALL Pox — Trolley Wheels 

V A LV E S The condition of some trolley wheels would indicate that 
they have been suffering from an attack of small pox. 

Since 1864 Remedies to prevent this scourage from spreading are as 
— follows: —————— 

a
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CL A od WHERE QUALITY! (#28 ina ne 

Oxy-acetylene welding is used for joining fuselage ae 
members in the construction of over 85% of the ei 
airplanes built in this country. In this service ye WY //) 
hundreds of thousands of oxwelded joints have ane M, y / 
proved their dependability and strength under iirc. - anager, 

all conditions—in the Tropics—on Polar explora- University of Wisconsin 1924 
. ° . Crew Committee Member 

tions —on endurance and trans-oceanic ftights Chi Phi Fraternit 

and for routine commercial flying. L. ¥ | 

No field of industry makes more exacting _ STODDARD \ a Technical Publicity Dept. 
demands of quality and performance than the ies, IDs. ae: 

. . ¢ i yracuse University 1926 
manufacture of aircraft. The modern plane is ae! Football 4 years 
tested and inspected thoroughly in every stage Ky BT Lacrosse 4 years 
of its construction. Quality of design, materials 7 < Individual Trophy 1926 

and workmanship is paramount. Acceptance of a All American 1926 

oxy-acetylene welding as standard practice in Basketball 2 years 
this new and progressive industry is of out- Phi Delta Theta Fraternity 
standing significance. 

From time to time the oxy-acetylene industry is . . 
in the market for technically trained men. It foreatg Series renee monn 
offers splendid opportunities for advancement. ing College men serving fhis industry. 

The Linde Air Products Company — The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc. — Oxweld Acetylene 
Company — Union Carbide Sales Company — Manufacturers of supplies and equipment for 

oxy-acetylene welding and cutting—Units of 

30 East 42nd Street Ta New York, N. Y.
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| (a) Wheels should be well balanced and given a smooth 
finish in the groove. 

by oven Approximate mettiod of (b) Contact springs on the harps must be kept in ad- 

VY ‘ and fill Justment, 

G WS (c) or en — on the trolley base a get 

. iN rom 25 to 3 Zs pressure in city service, and from 

Z | D> 5 SK 30 to 35 Ibs. for interurban service. 

Uy OKA ~~ 24. ASTHMA --- Air Equipment 

prc PO LITEL. é \ The air equipment sometimes gets out of order and chokes | 

Yyyf >, . up apparently suffering from acute asthma. When this is | 

Viggo, the case proceed as follows: | 

: (a) Oil and dirt should be blown out of all piping. ! 

(b) Test system for leaks. ; 

R d (c) See that the air intake strainers are cleaned and in 

oa good condition. 

e (d) In cold weather, it is advisable to drain the air 

and Railroad reservoirs after each trip. 

e . 25. ErysipELas AND Leprosy — Painting Cars 

Building When a car’s diet of paint and varnish is cut down or 

entirely suspended, erysipelas or leprosy rapidly develops, 

Lesson No. 6 of BLASTERS’ HANDBOOK which usually makes them outcasts to the riding public. 
Suggest the following: 

Ree eenhe calls for about every kind of (a) Keep cars painted to attract and encourage patronage. 

blasting, opening ditches, loosening hard (b) This should be done at least every two or two and 
ground in grading, blasting for surfacing and bal- orehale years 
lasting material, opening vertical drains, and . . 
blasting rock in grading. There are “through (c) Use paints prepared and sold by reliable manu- 

cuts”? and “‘side hill cuts,”’ high sides, ridges and facturers. 
“thank you marms,” outfall or discharge ditches, (d) Stencils and transfers tend to reduce the cost of 

and scores of names and strange technicalities lettering, etc. 
that never saw the light of day in the average | 96. Crippies — Hoor AND Mout Disrase — Pull-ins 

engineering text-book. . Crippled cars result in pull-ins, which usually affects the 

All these practical points of road-making are passengers with the “Hoof and Mouth” disease, for as 
explained, fully diagramed and illustrated in the th Ik they talk about the . : The best 
BLASTERS’ HANDBOOK. Not a text-book in the ey walls they fale about the poor car service. Ane Des| 
ordinary sense but rather a digest of the experience relief for this trouble is regular and systematic inspection 

of du Pont field service men in practically every | under the direction of a capable organization. 

industry using explosives. Admirably supplements | 27, Patent MEDICINES — Renewal Parts 

your studies of engineering theories. Supplies the It is dangerous to use patented nostrums and medicines 

kinks and “how-to-do’s”’ that you usually have to | commended by quack doctors and Indian medicine venders. 
spend several years in the field to learn. Handy Let the original : é manufacture I ed 
pocket-size for quick reference; and arranged for et the original. equipment manufacturer supply’ your needs 

easy study. for all repair and renewal parts. 

Used in the classrooms and dormitories of many In Conclusion 

leading technical institutions. It must be conceded that some cars, robust in appearance 

I, and with a ruddy complexion, quietly speed by and are 

on \\ " | in a good healthy condition. We should be able to see 

\ more of such cars on the streets of our cities. On the 
Ly \ other hand, a number of cars are occasionally seen which 

\ Tauern due to old age and neglect are in a run down and dilapi- 

iid \ Pete Bene itt dated condition. The most human treatment to administer 

a ee anon are would be to inoculate them with an overdose of kerosene, 
——— obligation WEL apply a torch and let the body be slowly cremated. 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC., 
Explosives Department, Wilmington, Delaware — 

BLASTERS HANDBOOK, CO” ™Y Parts Please send me a copy of the A report of the United States Bureau of Education gives 
Names csecscsensntenenteeieteeietnnintunritiiiiniiiiininui,£, a | the enrollment of students in engineering as follows: 20,210 

Student Of oo ccceescccceeeecee eee ceeeeeeseeeeesseeeeeeeee cone | Qlectrical; 14,073 civil; 11,273 mechanical; 59,87 chemical; 

COUR ger cece N88 OF cee | 3,256 mining and metallurgy; 2,135 industrial and com- 

PMC: oc cscssneesnseeneneennnetneseinnnenennenen SUMO coc | Mercial; 372 petroleum; 211 geological; 101 gas; 99 electro- 

ee | Chemical; and 49 railway. 

amma
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We Rock Drills Lo 
ee on i The world’s greatest minirig, tunneling, and road- 

Peres. * E building jobs have depended, to a large extent, upon. i 

e ) ae Has the air-driven rock drill, one of which is pictured above. : 
Wy bd ey Most of these projects would have been impossible “ho 

here tee Cl without some mechanical agent forthe drilling of rock. “ey 

ig 6 Aa YS Ingersoll-Rand introduced the first practical air 7 Se 
ame, \% drill, and has fostered its development and application la" NS 

We amos? Me for almost 60 years. ‘i )) Y 

es ANS INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY i) fa 
ts mON a 11 Broadwa New York Cit ey 
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Oey! ¢ oe blind flying! “7A 7. 0g 
Three new G-E contributions 

to the conquest of the air 

INDBERGH, flying blind much of the way, butions to aviation have been developed—the 
L hit Ireland “on the nose” as he winged electric gasoline gauge and the radio echo alti- 

toward Paris. Now, as an aid to air navigation meter. The ordinary altimeter shows only 

comes the magneto compass, a product of Gen- _ height above sea level. The radio echo altimeter 
eral Electric research, which gives pilots a nav- warns the pilot of his actual distance above 
igating instrument of extraordinary accuracy. ground or water by flashing green, yellow, and 
Meanwhile, two other General Electric contri- red lights on the instrument board. 

Every year hundreds of college-trained men and women enter the employment of 

General Electric. Research, similar to that which developed “eyes’’ for blind fly- 

ing, is one of the many fields of endeavor in which they play an important part. : 

fein US IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY AT 9 P.M., E.S.T, ON A NATION-WIDE N.B.C. NETWORK 

95-713DH 
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